New
dean on
campus

Herrmann I GAGA FOR GAY RIGHTS
set to leave
the Hill
By MICHAEL BROPHY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Todd Herrmann, assistant director of employer relations in the Career Center, announced his plans to
leave the College for a new position at his alma matter Bowdoin
College in an e-mail to the Colby
community on Wednesday, September 15. Herrmann, who graduated Bowdoin in 1985, will join
Bowdoin's Career Planning Center (CPC) as their new associate
director of employer relations.
While his current role on the
Hill is heavily involved in student
interaction, Herrmann's new role
with the Bowdoin CPC will be
"about 75 percent alumni and parent outreach to create opportunities
and 25 percent student advising."
Herrmann believes that one of the
reasons the Bowdoin CPC was attracted to him was that he is"in my
mid-forties and alum of college, so
many people in decision making
roles were part of my peer group."
Although his new role will have
him more involved with alumni
and parents, Herrmann said that the
part of his job that allows him to
engage with students at Colby "is
absolutely the reason I love coming to work here." He said that one
of his favorite aspects of his current
job is the opportunity he's had to
work with such a wide variety of
students and organizations, "from
student government, to [residential] life, to athletic teams, to the
Bridge....It made for a very exciting job."
The driving force behind Herrmann's departure is, as he said in
his e-mail announcement, the
move will "allow me to live closer
to my home [in Portland]." Although he has owned a home in the
Portland area for 15 years, Herrmann has taken up a second residence in Waterville since he began
working at the College in the Career Center and as an assistant tennis coach. He looks forward to
being able to live closer to his
home full-time and reunite with
the "close circle of friends and
family in Portland that I have been
rather estranged from."
See HERRMANN, Page 3

By DAN SIDMAN
NEWS STAFF
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Lady Gaga speaks in Portland on Monday, September 20 in support of repealing Don t Ask, Don t Tell See page 8for thefull story.

This fall, Lori Kletzer—the
College's new vice president for
academic affairs and dean of faculty—has been busy getting acquainted with the ins and outs of
her new position. President
William D. Adams named Kletzer
as the successor to Dean Edward
Yeterian last November and she
assumed her new duties July 1.
"Most of being here so far is
just learning what crosses my
desk," Kletzer, formerly a professor of economics at the University
of California, Santa Cruz (USCS)
said. "For the new dean, much of
the time is spent just getting to
learn this place."
Kletzer said that fall is when
the school begins to hire new professors, so most of her energies
have been directed toward the
search for new faculty. "1 need to
learn each department and each
program and the faculty in each
department and program and see
what their needs are," she said.
Though Kletzer's move from a
large California university to a
small college in rural Maine may
appear jarring, the dean is no
stranger to the liberal arts scene.
She spent her undergraduate years
at Vassar College in small-town
New York and taught for seven
years at Williams College in Massachusetts before joining the faculty of UCSC in 1993.
"Much of Colby is very familiar," she said. Kletzer enjoys the
intimate atmosphere that small
colleges have to offer. "As [students] have all come back to
school...it's really delightful to
have that sense of being in a much
smaller place," she said.
While the liberal arts environment certainly attracted Kletzer to
the College, her move was also
motivated by a desire "to come
back to a place that focuseson undergraduate education."
"I like the idea of being in a
place that is all about one thing,"

Extracredits leadto earhygraduation

Students spend three years on the
Hill bef ore f acingthe real world
By CARLY RUSH FORD
NEWS STAFF

For those looking to enter the
"real world" before their peers on
the Hill, graduating early not only
means giving up late nights in the
Street and Dana burgers; it also requires planning and research.Two
students, Sarah Flanagan and
Anna Tanasijevic, entered the College as members of the Class of
2012, but later decided to skip
their sophomore year. They will
turn their tassels with the class of
2011 this spring.
Flanagan, a biology major,
came to the College with a full
year's worth of credits from her
International Baccalaureate (IB)
program in Warsaw, Poland. "I
entered knowing that I wanted to
go to graduate school and then do
research, so I decided to just
streamline the process and get
started as early as possible," she

said. Similarly, Tanasijevic took
classes at Boston University during her junior and senior years of
high school, and the credits transferred, placing her out most of the
distribution requirements.
However, arranging one 's
schedule to graduate an entire
year early requires organization.
"I could've planned my first year
better because I didn't really understand the whole add/drop
process," Flanagan said. *'I wish
I had planned out my whole three
years so that I wasn't scrambling
[as much] at the end." In addition
to taking five classes per semester, Flanagan serves as president
of Colby Dancers and is an EcoRep, officer and trip leader in the
Outing Club, an information
desk worker and a researcher in
the biology department.
Tanasijevic, an international
studies major and Japanese minor
has also had a busy college career.
She said she has, "taken five

courses a semester since the beginning" of her time at the College
and that she has "felt both stressed
and anxious about taking many
difficult courses, and unfortunately
had to drop [her] planned double

I am scared to
enter the
'real world,'
but am
thrilled to do
so with the
opportunity
to have some
wiggle room.
Anna Tanasijevic

Class of 2011

major in Spanish." Tanasijevic
also volunteers with Student Programming Board and the Colby

Volunteer Center and is a Colby
Cares About Kids mentor.
Despite juggling full course
loads , both Flanagan and
Tanasijevic studied abroad
during their time at the College. Last spring Flanagan
studied in
Tanzania and
Tanasijevic studied in Salamanca.
For both Tanasijevic and
Flanagan , leaving the College
a year early is bittersweet.
"While I am happy and excited
to graduate this year, [it has]
been a tough two years, with a
third looking very similar if
not harder," Tanasijevic said.
"I am scared to enter the 'real
world,' but am thrilled to do so
with the opportunity to have
some wiggle room."
Tanasijevic advised those
looking to graduate earl y to
enjoy their time on campus , to
make friends and remain
open-minded about their decisions. Don 't "be so hard on
yourself when the plan doesn 't work out exactly how you
[intended], " she said.

See KLETZER, Page 2

LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS

Powder and Wig put together a fabulous performance of "Little Shop of Horrors " in just one week. The musical took to the stage three
times this past weekend, including a midnight performance on Friday, September 17. See page 12 for more on the event.
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COURTESY OF AARON KAYE

The Colby Tang Soo Do club took three members to the World Tang Soo Do Association s' World
Championship this past July. Aaron Kaye '11 , Rob O'Connor '12 and Aodhan Bowman '13
traveled to North Carolina and took home f o u r medals collectively.
black belt division for 19-23 yearold men—"one of the most competitive [divisions out there]," he
said. He placed in both forms and
Three members of Colby Tang sparring. One of 16 competitors in
Soo Do traveled to Greensboro, his division, he was the highest
N.C. this summer to compete in the placing American.
World Tang Soo Do Association
Bowman is a green belt and has
(WTSDA) World Championship been studying Tang Soo Do with
and brought home four medals for Kaye since his first year on the Hill.
their performance there.
He placed second in forms and
Aaron Kaye '11 , Rob third in sparring within the 17-34
O'Connor '12 and Aodhan year old male division.
Bowman *13 spent July 16-18
"I'm pretty pleased with my
surrounded by over 1600 com- performance," Bowman said.
petitors representing more than "You can't really be disappointed
25 countries.
when you place in the World
Kaye, the founder of Colby Championships. Of course,
Tang Soo Do, won two bronze though, no matter how you do,
medals in the second-degree you're always looking at how you
By ALLISON EHRENREICH
NEWS EDITOR

could've done better. No one's perfect, and there's always ways you
can improve."
Kaye, an authorized teacher
since the age of 13, founded the
club during his first JanPlan. He
trained alone during his first
months, and soon his peers began
expressing interest in studying
with him. The club started with
about three participants during its
first year and has been gaining
members ever since, reaching
about 20 students last year. The
club is recognized by the
WTSDA as Northern Mountain
Tang Soo Do.
"It can be quite intimidating,"
Kaye said of the size and intensity of an international competi-

tion. This is the second time that
he has competed in the World
Championship. His first was two
years ago; the tournament is held
every two years. However, this is
the first time that Kaye's students
have competed.
Kaye, who put 22 hours a week
into training before the tournament, said, "It was especially intimidating for me because I bad
students competing for the
f i r s t
time....This
time I wasn't
only worrying
about my own
training, but
what
they
were doing."
What made
training all the
more difficult
was the physical distance
between
Kaye, Bowman
and
O'Connor.
Because the
trio was not
together on
campus for
the summer,
they had to
prepare for
the tournaRob O 'Connor
ment alone.
"Mentally
it 's really fatiguing," Kaye said.
He helped himself through it by
practicing visualization.When he
trained, he imagined that he was
in the midst of competition so as
to increase the intensity of his

Dean of faculty getssettled on Hill
From KLETZER . Page 1
she said.
Kletzer, who hopes to teach an
economics class at the College in
the fall of 2012, got her first taste
of the administrative side of aca-

"

demia while serving as chair of
the economics department and the
Academic Senate at UCSC. It 's a
running joke amongst professors
she said, that those who move
from teaching and research into
the administrative side of things
have "gone to the dark side."

"
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Dean of Faculty Lori Kletzer comesfrom a large California university, but has her roots in small, liberal arts colleges.

in third place but train as hard
as they could than come in first
and not reach their fullest potential ," he said.
Kaye has been raised on Tang
Soo Do: his father runs two studios back home, so Kaye began
taking classes at the age of four.
"I have been training 17 and a
half years now," Kaye said.
"Having done it my whole life,
it's really more
a part of my
identity.It's not
something I
think about and
say, 'Oh, I need
to go practice....It's really
ingrained;
there'sjusttime
there for it."
According
to its website,
WTSDA "has
more than 500
member studios and over
100,000 members in 36
countries."
Tang Soo
Do is a 200
year-old Korean martial
art. According
to the WTSDA
website,
it
COURTESY OF AARON KAYE
'12 throws a kick in a sparring match.
"teaches empty
hand and foot
fighting, fighting forms, self-dearts community.
Competition, however, is not the fense and weapons. Tang Soo Do
focus of training in Tang Soo Do, also teaches people to live a
according to Kaye. "What sets us healthy and harmonious life."
Everyone is invited to join
apart [from other forms of karate]
is that we're considered a martial join the club—most students
s art....We 're not sport-oriented. So come in with no martial arts exalthough we have competitions, perience. Practices occur at
the way to view it isn 't as one 6:30 p.m. on Tuesdays and 4:00
against your opponents, but as p.m. on Saturdays in the aeroone against yourself."
bics room of the Harold Alfond
"I'd rather see people come Athletic Center.
workouts. At the tournament, he
did the opposite to calm himself
down. "When you're there you
pretend you're training," he said.
Competing with people
from around the world was a
"really refreshing experience ," according to Kaye.
He made friends at the tournament and enjoyed being a
part of the top-tier martial

However, Kletzer said found her- gagingand inspiring community for
self enjoying her administrative students, and we're all here dediduties. "I discovered that I actu- cated to that," she said. It would be
ally liked some of what I did," she great, she said, for "faculty to feel
said, "and much of what I liked that sense of community" in a simwas hiring young faculty and ilar way.
helping them start their careers
Promoting and maintaining facand seeing them through tenure ulty diversity is another "constant
and getting into the
project" of
whole development
hers. "With
of a faculty career as
this year's
a teacher and as a I think Colby has first-year
researcher." Kletzer a really
class, I think
Colby has
said that most people who serve as de- tremendously
finally manpartment
chairs engaging and
aged to get
eventually return to
to a point in
teaching, but she de- inspiring
terms of the
cided to spend some community for
diversity of
more time in this
the
firstnew academic ter- students and
year students that
rain. When the Col- we're all here
lege started looking
we can take
dedicated
to
for a new Dean of
some pride
Faculty, the position that .
in,"
she
seemed like a "nats a i d .
ural" next step.
"We ' ve
Colby Tang Soo Do shows off
Lori Kletzer come really
One of Kletzer *s
Dean of Faculty
goals for her time on
Kletzer is in charge of "thinkclose to a
the Hill is to help fosgoal that ing about diversity in the facter a sense of faculty
been
ulty
and maintaining diversity
we've
community like the close-knit rela- reaching for some time, and we in the faculty and making sure
tionships she's seen betweenmem- want to continue to maintain those that we have a process that 's not
bers of the student body. "I think same goals for faculty as well as just about hiring, but also keeping people and making sure that
Colby has a really tremendously en- for staff."

Colby College Department of Security
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their medals.

COURTESY OF AARON KAYE

they can develop as teachers
and researchers , and ultimately,
if it all works out, making sure
that those peop le can make it
through successfully in a tenure
review," she said. "That 's all
my job."
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Alum wins Stanley Kunitz
Memorial Prize for poetry

Poetfrom Class of
2009wins prize,
publishesfirst
poem all in a day
By LEAH WALPUCK
NEWS STAFF

Elly Bookman '09, who graduated from the Hill with a major in
English and a concentration in
creative writing, won the first annual Stanley Kunitz Memorial
Prize for poetry this summer.
Bookman's poem is featured on
the back cover of the September/October issue of the American Poetry Review.
"Every once in a. while you
write something that you weren't
expecting to write and it's a great
feeling," Bookman said of her
award-winning poem, "Another
Thing I'd Rather Not Know
About Myself."
Bookman and her father were
driving from Oregon to their
home in Atlanta when she found
out that she won the prize. Winning "was very exciting," particularly because it was the "first
time [she'd] won anything and
the first time [she'd] been published," Bookman said. So really,
it was a "day of firsts."
During her senior year of college, Bookman applied for the
Master of Fine Arts (MFA) Writing Program at the University of
North Carolina (UNC) at Greensboro. She deferred her acceptance

and spent the past year living in
Eugene, OR. There, Bookman
workedin a bookstorethat offered
frequent poetry readings and spent
her free time working on her own
poetry. "I definitely made a point
to write every day," she said.
Bookman is currently in her
sixth week of the elite two-year
MFA program at UNC, to which
only five poets are accepted each
year. "The community is a really
important part of the program,"
she said. "There are other students
and alumni that you can share your
work withand who are able to help
you with revisions. And that's
something that will really last beyond the program."
Although her idea for the poem
had been "incubating" for a while,
Bookman's moment of inspiration
occurred when she was "sitting in
[a] coffee shop and this weird
couple came in and they were
having a business meeting about
their dinner party," she said. "And
it was kind of annoying at first,
but I just took what they were
doing and wrote about it; it all
took shape right there."
With this achievement under
her belt , Bookman still plans to
keep writing every day. As for
advice that she offers to aspiring
writers: "I guess I'd have to say
that you just have to let go of
your expectations... .Teach yourself how to work on your
own...and trust that what you 're
producing is good, and the
things that you want to do will
work out and become possible at
the right time."

A SWEET SOCCER SAVE

Studentsweighbenefits of unpaid
internshipswithlackof paychecks
*

Unpaid internships off er unique
opportunities to some, but do not
provide much needed pay f or others

"The job really helped to de- "While I was always intervelop my confidence."
ested in public health , the inColine Ludwig '12 did an ternship showed me that it is
unpaid internship this past definitely a field I want to
summer at the public health work in in the future."
nursing division of the
The increasing number of unered looking for an unpaid in- Maine Center for Disease Control paid internships in today's market
By RACHEL GOFF
ternship, but instead uses the and Prevention in Augusta, Maine is not only fueled by students' deLOCAL NEWS EDITOR
sire for personal
yearly break from school to earn (CDC). As an
growth and job
money. "Summer for me isn 't a international
experience but
"Internships have become time for exploration," Wasser- studies major,
by employers' af c
the gateway into the white-col- man said. "It 's a time for catch- Ludwig is interested
in
tempts to hold
lar workforce," Ross Perlin , a ing up on finances."
down costs in a
Stanford graduate who is writThis summer, Wasserman public health
failing economy.
ing a book on the rise of intern- worked at the Colby Bookstore and 'Svanted to
As a direct result
ships, said in a recent interview because "it provided me with a e x p e r i e n c e
of the trend, the
stable income firsthand how
with The New
system
educational qualYork Times.
and I was able the
ity of internships
Indeed , as
to live on cam- worked
in
is visibly declinpus for a small Maine," she
more
and
said.
ing, and labor
more
emfee," he said.
't
force regulators
"Don
get
"When
I
are
p loyers
in Oregon have
requiring exme wrong, I had started lookfound numerous
perience for
a great summer ing for internabuses of labor
and I got to ships I knew I
entry-level
laws in the unjobs , an i n work with a lot wasn't going
paid internship
c r e a s i n g
of my friends ," to find anymarket. "We've
number
of
he said. How- thing that was
had cases where
students are
ever, even if paid, so I
unpaid interns
W a s s e r m a n mostly looked
turning to inreally were disternships to
were interested for unpaid inplacing workers
in doing an in- t e r n s h i ps ,"
develop their
ternship, he is Ludwig said.
skills. A 2008
Dash Wasserman and where they
weren't being susurvey by the
unsure that he
Working
Class of 2012
pervised in an
would be able to during
the
National Aseducational casociation of
find one. "I'm school year
Bob
Estabrook ,
from New Or- provided Ludwig with more pacity,"
Colleges and
Employers
leans and there flexibility over the summer. "I spokesman for the Oregon Labor
said.
have
a
work
study
job
during
Department,
( N A C E )
aren't a lot of inAccording
to
Erica
found that 50
Coline Ludwig ternships there the year so I was able to save up
percent
of
because I would my money so that 1 could afford Humphrey, A s s i s t a n t DirecClass of 2012
g r a d u a t i ng
be competing to do an unpaid internship," she tor and Internshi p Coordinastudents had
with students said. "I was okay with not mak- tor at the Career Center, the
participated
from local col- ing any money because I knew Career Center is doing its
in internships, compared to leges in a place where not many that the experience that I gained own research into the new
the 17 percent of graduating people have heard of Colby," he from the internship would help federal regulations on unpaid
students who completed in- said. "If I lived in
me get a pay- versus paid internships. Curing job in the rently the center advises stuternships in 1992. Experts New York City it
dents to pursue both paid and
future ."
estimate that one-fourth to would be a differAs far as the unpaid i n t e r n s h i ps— "and to
one-half of these internships ent story."
i n t e r n s h i p pursue two , three or four beWill O'Brien
were unpaid.
went, "I had a fore
they
graduate ,"
The unpaid internshi p 's rise
'12 spent his
lot
of freedom Humphrey said.
in popularity is problematic summer
away
The Career Center recognizes
with my rebecause it favors well-con- from the Hill
sponsibilities," that not all students are in the finected and well-to-do stu- working as a
Ludwig said, nancial position to undertake an
dents. Many less affluent p a r a m e d i c
and she was unpaid internship, and thus it adstudents cannot afford to go a trainee in his
mostly able to ministers some endowed and exof
summer without making any hometown
choose to per- pendable funds to assist students
money or don 't have the con- Rochester, NY. "I
form tasks and with living expenses and other innections to land them an in- spent the summer
work on proj- ternship-related costs.
ternship in the first place. For riding around in
ects that interTo access this funding, stustudents on the Hill , money is an ambulance,"
ested her. "I dents complete an application,
an important factor to consider he said. Still,
did a lot of which can be downloaded from
when f i n d i n g and procuring a O'Brien did not
s h a d o w i n g the Career Center 's website
summer job or internship, but receive compenpeople, sitting (http://www.colby.edu/acadeit affects each student in a dif- sation for his
in on meetings mics_ cs/careercenter/) or
be
ferent way.
work.
and
making picked up in the Career Center 's
"I'm
really
"Colby is an expensive school
library.
The
deadline
for
JanPlan
b r o c h u r e s ,"
and I want to help my family lucky that I'm in a
funding is November 1, 2010
she said.
pay for it in any way that I can," position where my
't
"I
learned
so
much
just by and the deadline for summer
'12
said.
have
to
Dash Wasserman
summer job choice didn
Wasserman has never consid- be dependent on money," he said. observation ," Ludwig said. funding is April 15, 2011.

Colby is an
expensive school
and I want to
help my family
pay for it in
any way that I
can....Summer
for me isn't a
time for
exploration....
It's a time for
catching up on
finances.

I was okay with
not making
any money
because
I knew that
the experience
that I gained
from the
internship
would help
me get a
paying job in
the future.

The increasing
number of unpaid
internships is
not only fueled
by students'
desire for
personal growth
and job
experience but
by employers'
attempts to hold
down costs in a
failing economy.
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Jayde Bennett '13 managesa greatsave in a women s' soccer game
against Wesleyan on Saturday,September 18. See story page 16.

Corchado to be honored for tremendous courage Herrmann
will go back
to Bowdoin

and will receive the College's 58th
annual Lovejoy award for courageous journalism September 26.
Corchado addresses issues of
Alfredo Corchado's life has
been threatened more than once. pressing concern in Mexico such
This year 's Lovejoy award recipi- as the drug trade, organized crime
ent will come to campus this week and violence along the MexicoU.S. border.
to be honored for his "fearlessness
"He is doing journalism in a
and freedom " in reporting on
crime in Mexico and covering place where simply doing journaljoumalist kidnappings there. Cor- ism is dangerous," Professor of
chado, who currently lives in Mex- Government L. Sandy Maisel said.
ico City, serves as Mexico bureau Maisel, who is the director of the
chief for the Dallas MorningNews Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs
and Civic Engagement, is a
member of the
selection committee that nominates Lovejoy
recipients.
Like Elijah
Parish Lovejoy
himself, who
was killed in
Alton, 111., in
1837 for condemning slavery, Corchado
has also faced
life-threatening
HARVARD.EDU
situations due
C o n J K u h u i t t t t x M d j h wMexican
nf c
bonierto the Hill.
to the controBy SARAH LYON

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

versial nature of many of hts articles. "[The award] is to reflect
Lovejoy's life, so courage is
clearly part of it, and craftsmanship is part of it and integrity is
part of it," Maisel said.
He continues to focus on
journalists ' perspectives in his
work , often writing about the
clash between journalists and
drug traffickers.
"I hope he will talk about his
career and how important he
thinks it is to pursue this kind of
journalism," Maisel said.
Corchado was bom in Durango,
Mexico and grew up in California
and Texas before graduating from
the University of Texas in 1987. In
addition to being selected for the
upcoming Lovejoy award, Corchado has received several other
honors, including being a 2009
Neiman fellow at Harvard and a
2010 Woodrow Wilson Scholar He
also won the Maria Moors Cabot
award from Columbia Journalism
School in 2007 for extraordinary
bravery and enterprise.
Corchado was chosen to receive the 2010 Lovejoy Award by
a selection committee that includes Maisel, Ann Marie Lipin-

ski, former editor of the CAicago
Tribune; Rebecca Corbett, deputy
Washington bureau chief for the
New York Times; Gregory Moore,
editor of the Denver Post; Mike
Pride, editor emeritus and columnist for the Concord Monitor and
David Shribman, vice president
and executive editor of the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.
The presentation of the award
will take place on Sunday, September 26 at 5 p.m . in the Lortmer
Chapel. Corchado will also host a
lunch panel , "Covering Our
Neighbors to the South: Journalists' Insights Into U.S.-Mexico
Relations," at 12 p.m. in the
Robins room in the Roberts Building. He will be joined by Angela
Korcherga, the Mexico Bureau
chief for KHOU-TV, a station that
complements coverage produced
by the Dallas Morning News , and
Rosental Alves, a professional
journalist who has worked in
Latin America and now teaches at
the University of Texas. Maisel
encourages anyone interested in
attending the panel to RSVP to
Ashley Oliver, as there will only
be room for 70 attendees.
Corchado and Korcherga will

also speak to classrooms during
their stay and meet with students
and professors individually.

LOVEJOY EVENTS

Award Ceremony
for Alfredo Corchado
- September 26,
2010, 5 p.m.
- Lorimer Chapel
Lovejoy Panel:
Covering Our
Neighbors to the
South: Journalists '
Insights Into U.S.Mexico Relations
- September 27,
2010, 12 p.m.
- Roberts Building,
first floor

From HERRMANN, Page 1

Herrmann is excited to be rejoining the college from which both he
and his father graduated, but he is
still disappointed to have to move
away from the Colby community,
he has been a part of for the pasttwo
years. "I know for the first few
months that I' m there I'll be spending my days wondering what 's
going on here, hoping all my friends
who are seniors got their jobs," he
said. "I don't want to not be part of
the community because I'm not
working here and that's going to be
a hard thing to work out."
Although he has nothing but
great things to say about Colby,
Herrmann is still very in touch with
his deep Bowdoin roots. He told the
Bowdoin Orient that he still fondly
remembers, "going to hockey
games, being part of the [Bowdoin]
community, playing Colby and
kicking their butts." It seems he is
still a Polar Bear at heart.

Freshmen 8: is it really possible? I Math professor enjoys
FACULTY PROFILE: ANDREAS MALMENDIER

Students admit
they rarely get
enough sleep
By UNDSAY PUTNAM
FEATURES EDITOR

The freshmen eight. No, it's
not the couple of extra pounds that
first-years gain in their first two
semesters at college. The freshmen eight is the goal, the dream
that all students aspire to in their
college years: the quest to get
eight hours of sleep every night.
Only two weeks into school
and already it seems that sleep
deprivation is kicking in across
the campus. Students are
strolling into 9 a.m. class with
dark circles under their eyes and
Red Bulls in hand, trying desperately to make it through the day.
Some have already resorted to
daily naps in an attempt to curb
their drowsiness and make it
through the night, while others
have cut breakfast out of their
morning schedule to get a little
extra sleep.
Reality has hit for students here
on the Hill. As we leave our summer sleep schedules behind and
switch gears for another semester,
many of us are already feeling the
effects of the drastic change.
"During the summer I get nearly 10 hours of sleep a night," Carla
Aronsohn '13 said. "But when I'm
here I' m lucky if I'm getting six
hours on a regular basis."
She's not the only one. Many
students admit they rarely get the
recommended eight hours of
sleep a night, and instead seem to

settle for only five or six.
While cutting out sleep may
seem like the only option when
facing an intimidating pile of
homework, doing so poses serious health risks. A website devoted to curbing sleep deprivation,
lackofsleep.com, reports that the
most common sleep deprivation
symptoms are "tiredness, blurred
vision, activity intolerance, irritability, edginess, vague discomfort, alterations in appetite,
inability to tolerate stress, frequent infections, problems with
concentration and memory and
behavior, teaming or social problems." These symptoms kick in
when a person is getting less than
eight hours of sleep a night.
So what 's causing students to
get less than the desirable amount
of sleep7 While many point to
homework as the main culprit,
others complain that the college
setting—friends, late-night snacking, parties, movies and computer
games—are the activities that
inadvertently take up several
hours of students' time each day.
"It 's so easy to stay up way too
late, mostly because there are so
many distractions like homework
and roommates. It makes it really
hard to go to bed early," Luke
Bowe * 13 said. "The opportunity
cost of sleeping is too high."
Nathan Katsiaficas *12 pointed
to the stress of homework as the
main contributor to his insufficient
sleep schedule. "If I am lucky, I
sleep around five hours tops during the week and pull multiple
'all-nighters ' a week. I' ve noticed
the number of those all-nighters
has increased since my freshmen
year, but it's the only way 1 can
really feel prepared before a test or

finish a paper."
According to an article from
Science Daily, multiple studies
have revealed that the more allnighters a student pulls, the
lower his or her grade point
average becomes. Despite the
danger of all-nighters, many
find it the only solution during
high stress periods.
The need for pulling an allnighter does not appear to be
exclusive to any one major. For
every mathematics or physics

Multiple
studies have
revealed that
the more
all-nighters a
student pulls,
the lower his
or her grade
point average
becomes.
major staying up late to complete
a problem set there is an English
or history major struggling to finish a ten-page paper.
While students on the Hill are
often praised for their commitment to excel in multiple areas of
college life—academics, athletics, work and extra-curricular
activities—this drive to take on
more than they can handle is
causing students to compromise
the numbers of hours they sleep.
"Two weeks into the school
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Students on the Hill constantly sacrifice their eight hours of sleep in order to excel in academics,
athletics and extracurriculars.Not getting enough sleep, however, can cause many health problems.

string theory, the gym

year I'm already drained," Dash
Wasserman '12 said. "Between
classes, homework, my jobs at
both the bookstore and the Echo
and my social life I feel like I'm
always running on empty."
Some students have found
ways to balance their schedules
and repair the damage done by a
sleepless night. Leah Perlmutter '12 balances her nights with only
six hours of sleep with others
closer to the full eight hours, and
frequently takes afternoon naps.
"I take daytime power naps
fairly often , at least once a week,
often a few times a week...I set
an alarm for 12-18 minutes, lay
down and breathe deeply. I don 't
feel like I'm entirely asleep during the nap; I can usually hear
what 's going on around me for
the whole time But when the
alarm goes off, I open my eyes
and realize I actually was asleep.
NICK lODKE/TME COLBY ECHO
Andreas Malmendier is a German native who isjoining the
1 usually wake up refreshed ,"
Colby community as an assistant professor of mathematics.
said Perlmutter.
The truth is that sleep deprivation can cause serious longtion. The mathematics departBy LUKE BOWE
term health effects more severe
ment has provided a "supportive
NEWS STAFF
than feeling groggy the next day.
atmosphere" he said, speaking
"Beyond leaving people blearyhighly of his colleagues and their
eyed, clutching a Starbucks cup
Students walking through the welcoming attitude. Plus, "the
and dozing off at afternoon
ground floor of Taylor this scenery is very similar to
meetings, failing to get enough
semester may have paused in the Germany," he added.
sleep or sleeping at odd hours
hallway to read the humorous
Malmendier
is teaching
Calculus,
heightens the risk for a variety
and frequently updated questions Mult i van able
Equations and
of major illnesses, including
written on the door of faculty Differential
cancer, heart disease, diabetes
resident and Assistant Professor Topology this semester. He is
and obesity," the Washington
of
Mathematics
Andreas also doing independent research
Post reported.
Malmendier *s. Students often concerning the intersection of
The key to achieving the
answer questions such as "How mathematics and string theory.
mythical eight hours of sleep is to
was your weekend?" in a very "You not only solve mathematicrack down on procrastination
tongue-in-cheek manner such as, cal problems, you look at them
and to stick to a clear schedule.
"I don 't know, ask security." with different perspectives"
Going to bed and waking up at
This is just one way the Malmendier said. These differthe same time every day allows
College's newest math professor ing perspectives, be explained,
your body to adapt to a routine,
has been interacting with the stu- make math such an exciting and
so sleeping in on the weekends
dent body and making himself at dynamic field.
can sometimes do more harm
home on the Hill.
When he isn't in the classthan good. Limiting social disHailing from Aachen, a city room, students are likely to find
tractions, such as celt phones,
in
western
Germany, Professor Malmendier in the
instant messenger, Facebook and
Malmendier
attended
the gym; his physique is almost as
Twitter after a certain time (like
University of Bonn, majoring in impressive as his resume When
10 p.m.) can save a large amount
both Math and Physics. He he isn't in the gym pumping
of time. Regular exercise also
earned a Masters Degree in theo- iron, Malmendier enjoys rock
helps students get the proper
retical physics at the University. climbing and snowboarding,
amount of sleep and allows stuMalmendier moved to America and plans to pursue these pasdents to maintain a healthy
to continue his studies at the sions while at Colby. "Everyone
lifestyle. The most important
Massachusetts
Institute
of is so active here," he said, and
thing to watch out for is caffeine
Technology, where he earned a he is excited to take advantage
intake; it can stay in the body 's
PhD in Mathematics. His first
of the Maine outdoors with the
system for up to 10 hours, so limteaching position was at the Colby community.
iting caffeinated beverages after
University of California Santa
What
is
Malmendier 's
2 p.m. can allow the body to go to
Barbara , where he taught until favorite part of the surrounding
sleep faster and have a higher
his move to the Hill this year.
area? "Big G's," he said, barely
quality sleep.
Malmendier says he already missing a beat. "My favorite is
So is it possible to achieve the
feels at home after only a month the Jerry Garcia. It's the perfect
freshmen eight? Certainl y. By
at Colby. "It's a really close knit roast beef sandwich," he added
sticking to a tight schedule, budcommunity," said Malmendier, with a grin. And yes, ladies and
geting free time and avoiding disadding that he friendliness of the gentlemen, he always orders the
tractions, students on the Hill can
students and other faculty mem- full sandwich. You can bet he finget the sleep they need.
bers have also eased the transi- ishes it, too.

Colby EmergencyResponsekeepsstudentssafe
By KELSEY CONROY
NEWS STAFF

Hospitalization. You've heard
the word. You might see it as the
main reason for the new alcohol
policy. You may have a few
friends or classmates who have
had encounters with it. But when
a Friday night goes wrong, what
really happens?
Colby Emergency Response
(CER) is a student run, volunteer
rescue squad that serves the
College campus. During the
school year the membersare available 24 hours a day. seven days a
week. CER is the first response to
medical emergencies on campus;
the student EMTs assess patients
and use their knowledge and experience to determine if medical
attention is necessary.
The CER volunteers are
trained in a few basic areas to
ensure that a student in need of
medical attention is kept in a
secure and stable condition. If
further action is needed, students
are transported either to the
Garrison-Foster Health Center or

to Maine General Thayer
Emergency Department.
If there is a situation on campus, alcohol-related or otherwise,
CER is the first medical personnel
to show up on the scene. "CER is
directly called by security; students don 't usually make the
call," Peter Allfather Ml , student
head of CER and a Rescue-One
EMT, said. In an emergency, concerned students or CAs doing
rounds call security, and they contact CER.
The issue that many students
face in these dangerous situations
is at what point to interfere?
Allfather's advice is to "Put whoever it is in a family member 's
shoes. Is that someone you are
worried about?" Dr. Paul Berkner,
the College medical director and
the faculty advisor for CER ,
warned that "trying to monitor
friends who are ill, in any shape
and form, doesn 't work. There are
people on campus who are better
prepared to accommodate to what
they need."
Once a student EMT arrives,
he or she is responsible for keeping that student safe, whether it

means assisting them back to
their dorm room or sending them
to the hospital. "[The CER volunteer 's] role is not to say this

Berkner said. "CER's job is to
decide if they can remain alone,
unassisted and unobserved, or if
they need someone with a higher
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Student EMTs are trained to assist their peers in an emergency.
person has this diagnosis. Their
role is to decide if they need further
medical
assistance,"

level of experience."
If hospitalization is necessary,
either security will transport the

student or Delta Ambulance is
called, depending on the stability
of the student's condition.
At the hospital, the patient is
brought into the emergency room.
Both a nurse and a doctor attend to
the patient and decide what needs
to be done. The student is either
sent home with assistance or stays
in the ER with observation.
Dr. Berkner explained that
many students link hospitalization
with disciplinary action, and contended that this reasoning is dangerous. "CER and security are
called because a student 's behavior has brought them to their
attention. There is some trigger
that says, 'this student is ill, for
whatever reason—it could be
alcohol-related , injury-related or
assault-related.' We send people
to the ER so they can get a higher
level of medical care."
CER is not involved with discipline; their one goal is to keep students out of dangerous situations.
"Any time you have students
who are getting so drunk that
they require serious medical care,
that's an issue regardless of how
many
times
it
happens ,"

Allfather said.
It is too soon to know if the
new alcohol policy has had a real
effect on the drinking culture.
Both Allfather and Dr. Berkner
praised Mulepac, a student initiative to change the alcohol culture
on the Hill, for their involvement.
"It's disheartening to have that
high of a number of first-years
transported on the first weekend,"
Dr. Berkner said. "I'm very
impressed [with Mulepac]. The
signs they posted were a stroke of
genius on their part."
Regardless, hospitalization
is—and continues to be—a serious issue on the Hill. CER is one
way of keeping students safe.
'The experience and the amount
of care CER provides are exemp lary. They have to manage a
medical scene, oftentimes with
their peers being less than gracious," Berkner said.
Many argue that drinking is a
critical part of college life; hospitalization should not be. As a student, peer and friend, numerous
resources on campus are available. Safety should always be
first and foremost.

Friends let Mends hook-up (trunk

Students on the Hill question results of recently published survey
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Senior loves the
radio , spontaneity
By QAINAT KHAN
A&E EDITOR
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Although alcohol may fuel many hook-ups on campus, students don 't believe it s' their p lace to interfere with their friends ' affairs.

Courtney Yeager '12 said.
In fact, interfering in a
friend's drunken hook-up might
actually go against accepted
For many students on camsocial codes. "Who wants to
pus, the weekends provide a
have their friends intervene in
much-needed opportunity to
their sex life or be the one to
wind down from a stressful week
intervene in their friends ' sex
full
of class, homework,
lives? No one," Kristine Walters
extracurricular activities and
'12 said. "If both you and your
continuous email log-ins. With
friends are in agreement that the
such full plates, combined with
situation is safe then why not
the popular College motto "work
have a little fun?"
hard, play harder," it's underDespite disagreeing with the
standable that students enjoy
findings
of the LTAI survey, stuout
with
friends
and
hanging
dents on the Hill do agree that
having a few drinks.
safety is still the most important
But what happens when excesfactor in these situations.
sive drinking begins to fuel stu"I would pull my friend aside
dents' sexual decision making?
to see how much she has had to
The National Institute on Alcohol
drink. If she is too drunk I will
Abuse and Alcoholism reports
take her home myself knowing
that the majority of college stuthat she is unable to make logical
dents drink, with upwards of 40
decisions," Walters said.
percent excessively so. This
"Obviously there are common
behavior can lead to a variety of
sense issues that come into play
dangerous behavior including illhere," Kirk added. "If Jane were
ness, violence, accidents, vandalclearly too intoxicated to know
ism, poor academic performance
what she was doing I would
and risky sex.
absolutely intervene, as I hope
Let's Talk About It (LTAI) is
everyone at Colby would. Ditto if
a new program that examines
it appears she 's being taken
the ways in which alcohol fuels
advantage of."
sexual decision-making. LTAI
Another theme that develconducts simulations of real
oped throughout the responses
world scenarios including alcowas that the other party in the sithol and sex to determine how
uation would be a determining
students would react to a particfactor in deciding whether or not
ular situation.
to intervene.
In their recently released
"If my friend is capable of
study, one question sought to
making decisions I still take into
determine the role that friends
consideration if the guy is a
play in these decisions. The fol'creeper* or a good guy," Walters
lowing question was posed to
said. "Based on whether I know
141 undergraduate students from
him, my friend knows him or if I
nine different classes: "As the
know by reputation he is a
evening wears on, your friend
decent
guy, I will let my friend
Jane meets up with a person she
leave with him. Before I let my
has had her eye on for quite some
friend go I will ask her if she is
time. The two of them have a
sure she wants to go and why
couple drinks together and things
just so that she thinks it through
are getting pretty hot. The new
one last time."
acquaintance invites Jane over to
Students also questioned
his place."
how members of the
opposite
sex
would
respond to the same situation. Many felt that girls
are more likely to look out
for their friends , and that
guys are more willing to
let their friends make their
own mistakes.
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Students were asked to choose and solely responsible for the
from three decisions regarding results of her actions...if Jane
their behavior in this situation. can't get home safely or can 't take
Nearly 39 percent of students care of herself after a couple
chose the first option: "Try to per- drinks, maybe she shouldn't be
suade her not to go by reminding drinking at all."
The majority of the students
her that she may regret it." Only
21.4 percent chose the second spoken to on the Hill regarding
option: "Wish Jane a fun time," this issue agreed with Kirk. "It is
while 39.9 percent chose the last easy to take that survey sober and
option: "Make sure Jane gets believe you would do the right
home safely."
thing," Sarina Strohl '14 said. "I
The study used these results think the majority of people
to make lofty claims on the would choose the low to moderate
behavior of college students risk option. However, I also think
regarding alcohol and sex. The that any friend, if intoxicated
enough, can lose
N a t i o n a l
track. On espeCommunication
cially crazy nights
Association deterI don't know if the
mined that stumajority [of students place more
dents] would try
importance
on
to, or be successtheir peer relaful in, stopping
tionships
and
their friends from
would thus go
making
risky
with the less risky
decisions."
options, and that
Many students
"these findings
on the Hill feel
suggest friends
that
if someone is
don 't let friends
old enough to
hook-up drunk,
drink, he or she is
and the salience
enough to
of the hook-up
Elise DeSimone old
make their own
culture might be
Class of 2012
decisions regardoverstated."
ing hooking-up,
But
how
strongly do these results reflect whether it be a simple make-out
the behavior of students here on session or sex. Elise DeSimone
'12 agreed, noting that "if they're
the Hill? Do students often find
it necessary to interfere in the capable of making their own decidecisions that they see others sions, then they're old enough to
make while intoxicated, or do know what they're doing.
"At this point we 're old
they allow their friends to make
enough—people do stupid stuff
their own decisions?
"I find the results of this sur- all the time."
Additionally, many students
vey quite surprising," Peter Kirk
' 11 said. "Based on that scenario don't associate interfering in a
in which the two people were friend' s alcohol-affected decision
already soberly attracted to each with being a good friend. "It's not
other and had consumed a small my place, but I'm also not sure if
amount of alcohol 1 would I would want them to do the same
unhesitatingly choose option B. for me, even if I know that they
Jane is an adult who is entirely will regret it in the morning,"

If [students]
are capable
of making
their own
decisions,
then they're
old enough to
know what
they're doing.

Last spring, on a sunny
Friday, you may have wandered out to the quad and found
a group of students dancing and
wearing eccentric clothes or
body paint. I don 't know how
you felt, but it made me happy.
This was the brainchild of
Molly Bennett. With the help of
her friends she choreographed
and recorded a dance to a remix
of Erie Canal, a song played on
the popular radio show "This
American Life." The video was
made without solicitation or
motive. She made it simply
because she loves the show,
loves Ira Glass and is an exuberant and creative person.
Molly ended up
sending that video
to the producers of
"This
American
Life." They loved it
and featured it on
their website and
blog. On the topic
of the video Molly
said, "I love situations where people
can dance and be
dressed up because
I think it gets
depressing to be a
sheep getting herded from class to
class, from activity
to activity."
When asked if it 's difficult
to stand out and be different on
such a small and homogenous
campus she said, "If you 're
doing something that stands
out but is essentially joyful and
inclusive, then people like that.
"I'm not sure I am a non-conformist," she added. "1 actually
feel like I've conformed some
here. And I think part of that is
growing up and becoming more
self-aware of things that are truly
inappropriate, if there is such a
thing as inappropriate."
In recent years, Molly has
focused her creative pursuits on
her independent work with radio
as a storytelling medium.
Hailing from Sacramento,
California, Molly describes her-

loved so much about radio.
"I like to write but I found it
difficult to sit down and do. But
when I went out and interviewed
people, I could sit and edit for 10
hours and didn 't want to leave. I
wanted to get everything perfect."
She completed independent
projects over JanPlan during
which she made documentaries
featuring storytelling and interviews. She documented the lives
and the stories of some residents
of Slab City, a squatter community in Southern California.
Molly describes Slab City as,
"components of anti-establishment politics [with] a recycled
art scene, and a fair amount of
homelessness and transience.
[Residents attempt] ways to live
that don 't require normal ways to
be [incorporated] in economies."
She also rode a
train
from
Sacramento,
California
to
Portland , Maine
last JanPlan and
recorded the stories of people she
met along the way.
She admitted being
scared at first of
approaching complete strangers and
asking them to tell
her about themselves, but she said
it was a generally
social and positive
experience.
She wandered around the
train wearing a sign that said
"Tell me a story" and had a
microphone in hand, and was
met with great results. The people she met included a Scottish
cowboy and a man who was
making dream catchers for all
the children on the train.
"When you have a microphone you have an ability to
ask people questions you
wouldn't ask a stranger," she
said. '*I didn't feel too weird
asking this guy about his drug
addiction and he was perfectly
willing to tell me about it. That
ability to have connections
with people is exciting."
Of the stories she has recorded, Molly said, "I really like talk-

Molly has
focused
her creative
pursuits
on her
independent
work with
radio as a
storytelling
medium.
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Molly Bennett is a senior hailing from Sacramento. California
with a passion f o r using the radio as a storytelling medium.
self as a "lifelong radio listener." Instead
of watching
television as a child , she listened
to the radio. In high school she
became interested in radio as a
medium for disseminating information and providing entertainment beyond popular songs.
Beg inning her sophomore
year, Moll y had a radio show on
WMHB that incorporated her
interests in spoken word forms of
radio broadcasting. The summer
after her sophomore year Molly
attended the Northwest Institute
for Social Change in Portland ,
Oregon where she learned the
ropes of radio and video documentary making. This program
helped Moll y to realize what she

ing to people who see themselves
living outside society or in the
periphery. I love to hear people
describe why they see themselves as different, and their
struggles to be whole and not
conform and feel like that is an
acceptable way to be a person. I
find stuff that is interesting." As
long as she meets a "fabulous
storyteller," her work can be
about anything.
Molly hopes to be an independent radio producer after Colby.
"I'm really captivated by the
entertainment based but definitely informative programs that disseminate information that is not
j ust news," adding mischievously, "what is news anyway?"
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EDITORIAL

You cant filibuster
freedom
ith the effort to repeal "Don't Ask Don't Tell" (DADT) making fast
progress in recent months, it was disappointing that the bill did not even come to a vote
yesterday, Tuesday, September 21. Rather, this vote turned into a procedural kerfuffle
of gross electioneering tactics.
The Senate was supposed to vote on a $726 billion defense policy bill, of which the
repeat of DADT was a provision. This military bill involved important spending provisions (including a pay raise for soldiers) and comparable defense spending bills have
been passed readily in recent years. So why did this one tail to even come to a vote?
Harry Reid D-N V deserves some blame, as he brought the ugliness of midterm elections to the bill. In negotiations, Reid said he would prioritize the Democrats' projects
while limiting amendments Republicans could propose. Obviously this is an alienating
tactic and extremely inappropriate. This bill is about the nation's defenses, not the Democrats' opportunity to salvage their precarious position.
Then there are the Republicans. Firstly, what is wrong with social justice? Secondly,
why would the partythat is so gung ho about militarizationand supportingour troops withhold funding? Thirdly, Republicans engage in these same tactics all the time: riders and bills
that allow pet projects are always attached to extremely important bills.
We end by returning to DADT, discriminatory policy with no logic. It is costly, hurts
the nation's security by arbitrarily discharging qualified troops in a time of war and
damages the sense of integrity service members are required to uphold since DADT
forces them to lie to their "brothers" and commanders.
The major argument supporting DADT is that openly gay soldiers will "hurt unit cohesion morale." However, studies (including the Pentagon's own reports) show that the
majority of soldiers are nonplussed by their fellow service members' sexuality. Major
players in the military hierarchy all have supported the repeal of DADT, recognizing that
it is irrational and inherently unfair.
The political winds surrounding gay rights are still blowing in the direction of
equality despite this setback. We have overcome far more difficult challenges than
a filibuster.
—The staff of The Colby Echo

Re-electing an ineffective Senate

In life, three things are certain: death,
taxes and the shamelessness of our
politicians during the election cycle.
With midterm elections looming, both
the Democratic and Republican parties
are in fine form. As the two parties
jockey to win more seats in Congress,
legislative discourse about ways to improve the lot of the American people has
fallen by the wayside. The Democrats
and Barack Obama have made some
major strides this year. There is now the
infrastructure in place for some kind of
national healthcare system. Also, the
"combat" phase of the Iraq War is over,
although there are still several thousand
troops acting in advisory roles. After
progress in Iraq, more attention can be
focused towards the worsening situation
in Afghanistan.
With these two successes and majorities in both Houses of Congress, one
would think that the Democrats would
try to create some momentum and continue to further their agenda. Instead,
they are showing some poor decisionmaking capabilities that could impact the
lives of millions of people in the country
and in the armed forces. Republicans are
simply staying with their strengths: fighting to maintain the status quo and intimidating the Democratic Party.
The Democrats recently decided to

append a provision repealing the "don't
ask, don't tell" policy to the Senate's annual authorization of military programs.
On Tuesday, the Republicans in the Senate voted unanimously to block debate
on the bill , probably delaying progress
on it until after elections. However, laying the blame on the Republicans is
senseless. They are entitled to thenviews, and they acted accordingly to defend them. The Democrats, on the other
band, made flaws in both their timing
and execution of the bill.
A major source of disappointment is
that a repeal of "don't ask, don't tell"
would still be only a step towards equal
rights for all people regardless of sexual
orientation. It would only affect the
armed forces. Aside from the 2009 expansion of what constitutes a hate crime,
the federal government has been lagging
on the equal rights front. The gay rights
movement has seen more successes at
the state level, where the efforts of various advocacy groups have more effect
and where there isn't competition for attention with issues such as national security or foreign policy.
The Democrats elected to pursue legislation on an extremely contentious
issue in the public discourse at a time
when the opposition is at its most firm.
The Republicans in Congress simply
cannot afford to "lose" that debate ahead
of midterm elections. On the other side,
perhaps Democrats with their seats on
the line stand to gain from at least an effort at repealing "don't ask, don't tell"
before the crucial elections. But there is
one small inclusion in the bill that was
blocked that makes the Democrats' actions inexcusable.

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid
decided to include in the bill a provision
regarding the status of the children of illegal immigrants. Immigration is probably the most heavily debated domestic
political issue in the United States. Like
equal rights for all Americans regardless
of sexual orientation, immigration deserves exhaustive debate on the Senate
floor and a bill of its own. It should not
be a footnote on legislation focused on a
completely different issue. The immigration debate crosses party lines and affects some states more than others. It
also affects our diplomatic relations with
countries like Mexico.
When the Senate blocked debate on
the military programs bill, military programs were probably the least controversial part of the bill. Three debates
were blocked, as opposed to one. In all
likelihood, further productive Congressional debate on "don't ask, don't tell"
or immigration will have to wait until
after November 2. Perhaps then, each
issue will get the time and attention that
it deserves.
But even after November 2, the effectiveness of the Senate will be somewhat compromised. The leaders debating
issues will be some combination of
lame-duck politicians, re-elected senators
who just received a six year extension
(goodbye, urgency) and then other senators who fall somewhere in the middle.
Perhaps the wait for productive debate
will go on until new senators take office.
But even then, it is impossible to reliably
predict what the demographics of the
Senate will be after midterm elections.
The end result is just a continuing uncertainty for million of Americans.
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Yuri Mm '12 at a Korean national baseball game in Seoul. South Korea.
Seoul, South Korea. A city full of
tourist attractions, people and one of the
most complex, well-developed public
transportation systems I've ever seen.
It's not just any other city for adventuring, though. From September 21
to the 23 of this year, Koreans will
celebrate Chuseok South Korea follows the lunar calendar as well as the
Gregorian calendar, and Chuseok falls
on the fifteenth day of the eighth
month, around the time of the Autumn Equinox (which celebrates the
harvest season). It is a time to go
back to one 's hometown to visit relatives and pay respects to ancestors.
Though I don't like to generalize, it
is similar in some respects to the
Western Thanksgiving. But Chuseok is
also very different.
Legends say that the harvest festival
originated as a month-long weaving
contest between two teams during the
time of kings and emperors. The contest ended on the fifteenth day of the
eighth month, and the losing team, as
a punishment, would then have to prepare a bountiful feast for the victorious
team. The Chuseok origin myth is very
different from the familiar story of
Thanksgiving, which everyone is famil-

iar with: pilgrims, Native Americans
and lots of turkey.
The commemorating of ancestors is
also very important due to the fact that,
without them, the present generation
would literally not exist. A table is set
for them, mirrored so that the place
setting is opposite of how it would normally be set. Food is specially prepared, without the usual strong garlic
or pepper ingredients, and the actual
ceremony to honor one 's ancestors is
one of complete respect and honor.
For most foreigners in Korea, it is difficult to understand this holiday because
Chuseok is so focused on the family.
When I asked some of my friends from
abroad what they thought Chuseok was,
they all told me the same thing: "Isn't it
the Korean Thanksgiving?"
Yes, if you only consider that they
are both harvest holidays in the fall that
includes eating a good meal with your
family. But , then again, there are also
many similarities between several other
harvest festivals, as well. Autumn is a
time to be thankful for all the hard
work one has reaped during the hot
summer days.
Yet, that's not all it is. For the bluecollar folk, Chuseok is one of the few

COURTESY Of YUH MIN

times to get out of the office and to
travel with the family. This year, the
holiday falls during the middle of the
week, which gives people up to nine
days of travel, a much appreciated vacation period in a country that seems to
be made up of workaholics. Relatives
will sometimes travel overseas during
this time to visit family members who
live in other countries and can't make it
back to Korea for Chuseok. It isn't unheard of for an entire family to head
overseas during this time just for holidays, either. A holiday is a time to
relax, right?
For me, the holiday is more than that:
it is something new to explore. Because
Chuseok happens during the fall, when
school is just beginning, it 's hard for my
family in the United States to celebrate
anything with my extended family. As I
will be in Korea this fall, it is time for
me to learn what this holiday is all
about. So, to everyone back home in the
States, Happy Chuseok! Eat all of your
Dana burgers and don 't forget to remember your ancestors because you seriously wouldn't be here without them.
Writing from Korea,
- Yuri Min

Againstdemocracy?

I LET ME BRING THIS DOWN TO YOUR LEVEL

of controversial federal activity would
give rise to a high volume of substantive
public debate. Take health care for example: forget about death panels and bartering chickens, the sheer question of
constitutionality raised is tremendous. Or
hate crime legislation: should the government really be legislating against what
people are thinking? The list of serious
Winston Churchill once said that the questions raised is endless. Again, I'm
greatest argument against democracy was not trying to promote one political posi, to spend five minutes with the average tion over another. I am saying that as a
voter. Now 1 don't believe that Churchill nation , we must, substantively and not
was altogether entirely serious about this hysterically, debate the actions and legisstatement, and I'm not saying by any lations of the Obama administration.
means that I agree with it. However, as I
In the past two years, America has
reflect on the past two years, I can't help seen much, and I use this term loosely,
thinking that it does contain some kernel debate about the actions of the Democratof truth. The past election cycle has been controlled government; what has been
an astounding display of fear-mongering, lacking on both sides of the aisle is the
hysteria and demagoguery. In other substantive part. Instead we have seen
words, we as an entire nation have been shouting matches, poor communication,
proving Mr. Churchill's point. Before I absurd political ads, fear mongering and
go any further, I want to make clear that straight up demagoguery by both parties.
this is not necessarily a political article The Democrats and Republicans are now
in a partisan sense. I'm not trying to lay more at odds than they have been in at
blame at the feet of either party, nor do least a generation , and we are seeing a
I absolve myself of responsibility either; nigh-complete vacuum of bipartisanship.
because I know that I am just as guilty This political setting has given us a situas the next person.
ation in which neither side is willing to
In the past two years, our country has give the other an inch, and it seems like
witnessed the passage not only of land- everything is calculated to score the
mark pieces of legislation, but also of cheap political point. In an election cycle
landmark amounts of legislation. Whether where so many intelligent, important, and
you agree with the Obama Administration substantive discussions could have been
and the Congressional Democrats or not, held between not just politicians, but also
it can't be denied that they have been between neighbors, coworkers, and
busy in this past election cycle. Obama friends, what we have seen for the most
and the Dems have passed universal part is raving histrionics.
health insurance, a landmark revision to
Again, whether or not you agree with
financial regulations, what has been de- President Obama and the Congressional
scribed as a watershed change to the Democrats, they have just pitched Amercriminal justice system and an enormous ica a big, fat, softball , right down the
stimulus bill giving billions to fix infra- middle of the plate; a watermelon for
structure. In addition, they have also both parties to hit to the fences in the
amended the 1964 Civil Rights Act relat- name more intelligent public discourse.
ing to equal pay for equal work, signed a The ideological and constitutional quesnuclear arms deal with Russia reducing tions which have been raised are enorarms by 33 percent, passed new hate mous, and could have given America the
crimes prevention legislation, fired two opportunity to have real, substantive discommanding generals, overhauled the cussions. These questions give us the opstudent loan system and canceled an en- portunity to elevate the tone and
tire weapons system (which almost never intelligence of public discourse above
happens). The list goes on and on. In the petty bickering. Sadly, we, collectively
past two years, the government has been as a country, have missed the pitch. I can
1
¦only hope that in the remaining months
anything but idle." ' "*"
This colossal Inn of achievements ac- of this election season, and the greater
complished in the first two terms of a future, the better aspects of our nature
presidency is said by many to be unri- will win out in the name of substantive
valed since FDR's first term in office. and civil public debate to prove Mr.
One would hope that such a high volume Churchill wrong.

On Monday, September 6, the last students returned to Colby from summer vacation. Over the course of the next six
days, the campus would be stricken with
ten separate alcohol-related incidents,
eight of which resulted in hospitalization
of the involved student. These incidents all
occurred in the three-day period from
Thursday, September 9, to Saturday, September 11. Assuming the rate remains
constant, there will be 680 instances of alcohol-related hospitalization during the
coming academic year.
If I may, I will cite Colby 's Resident
Alcohol Statistician (RAS), James S.
Terhune: "Last year, 69 Colby students
were admitted to the emergency room
and treated for alcohol poisoning. Since
2004-05, the number is 298. Every one
of those 298 cases involved abusive consumption of hard alcohol." From this, we
can reasonably conclude two things.
First, the number of alcohol-related hospitalizations is going to jump an astonishing 985 percent this year. Secondly,
the root cause of these hospitalizations is

hard alcohol.
The preceding facts should make it apparent that bold, decisive action is required. In previous years, students were
trusted to deal with such issues and show
some minimal level of personal responsibility. Clearly,we have failed. The administration assumed that a group of nearly
2,000 young adults—almost all old
enough to vote, own property, and sign
contracts—could deal with alcohol in a responsible manner. Instead, we have embarrassed them. We have shown ourselves
to be animals of impulse, consuming alcohol in vast quantities with no thought as
to how it affects our bodies and minds.
But as with most problems, the blame
cannot be placed fairly on one party. The
administration must do its part to solve the
problem. Consider: it would be unethical
and unthinkable for the government to
permit violently insane criminals to purchase firearms. We expect, in a civilized
society, a certain minimum of regulation
to protect the citizens from themselves. It
is the same with the administration.
Now that we have proven ourselves incapable of making responsible decisions,
it is the duty of the administration to produce a solution. Students, simply put, cannot be trusted with alcohol. The
administration must act. Now is the time
for our school's leaders to shed their "live
and let live," "devil-may-care" attitude.
Now is the time to pass regulations to pro-

tect students from their own innate impulsiveness. We cannot afford to waste another second "educating" the students.
The student body has proven time and
time again that it does not want to be educated. The students do not want to participate in a constructive dialogue; they want
to shriek about wildly and throw handfuls
of their own feces at each other.
I believe I have a solution for the administration. I do not want to seem sensational, but I am of the opinion that the only
way to protect the student body is a complete ban of hard alcohol. I realize the administration may not want to go so far. I
realize that such a ban could be considered
Draconian. Hard to enforce. An overreach
of administration powers.An infringement
of the rights of students of legal drinking
age. And certainly, in a simpler time, these
objections may have had merit.
But this is a state of emergency. If alcohol-related hospitalizations continue to
increase at the current rate, every student
will go to the emergency room four times
next year, and the year after that, everyone on campus will die. The only way to
end this madness is a ban of hard alcohol. It 's obvious that students don 't respect themselves enough to stop abusing
alcohol. But surely they will respect the
wishes of the administration if it chooses
to ban hard alcohol. If they don 't, we may
have some bigger problems than any alleged student irresponsibility.

An ink dreamtornto tatters

Though this might come as a surprise
to those of you who know me, I've often
toyed with the idea of getting a tattoo
At the start of this summer, I felt like J
wanted to get 6ne~ and I told myself that
I would wait until the end of the summer and see if 1> still wanted one before
I made my decision Alas, the desire to
have my body adorned with ink had
faded by late August.
Part of my decision not to get one has to
do with the frightening permanence of a
tattoo. Sure, there are laser tattoo removal
discreetly and transported easily. Barring procedures, but they are expensive and
special circumstances, it is exceedingly painful. If you get a tattoo, you really have
difficult to implicate one irrefutably to be absolutely certain that you truly beguilty individual or group. With all that lieve in whatever it is you're getting imhas so far been said, all we have truly i printed on your flesh. My notorious
learned is that punishment will be evalu- ¦' fickleness deters me from making the leap
ated from situation to situation (which and calling up my local tattoo parlor.
sounds more like presumed violators will
I don't think I've ever liked or believed
be held guilty until proven innocent).
in anything enough to want to get it emStill, at the end of the day, changes are broidered on my epidermis. I change my
and were undeniably necessary. The mind so much about what musical groups
question that still lingers is how to make I like, what sort of music I' m into , what
those changes a reality. The shift in hard sort of clothing I like to wear or what
alcohol policy is a start, but it is not the philosophies I'm currently buying into
finish. With the perceived invincibility of that I feel like I would soon regret whatthe typical college student, proper moti- ever I got tattooed on my body. I think the
vation is still lacking. Some incentives graphic T-shirtsI'm fond of wearing at the
need to be provided. The most reason- moment are cool, but I'm sure in a little
able, of course, would be to lessen re- while I'll stop thinking so (in fact, a part of
strictions on possession/consumption of me already thinks that they're sort of
silly). But you can simply take off a T-shirt
beer, even to those who are underage.
The notion isn 't outlandish. After all, if you suddenly decide it looks dumb. It 's
as stated by Dean Terhune, if every one not so simple with a tattoo.
And even if you think your tattoo is
of the 298 cases of admitted students
since 2004-05 involved abusive con- cool for a number of years, decades down
sumption of hard alcohol, then consump- the road there's a good chance that you 'll
tion of solely beer, even if abusive in wake up one morning when you 're forty
nature, never resulted in a student requir- and look in the mirror and wish that you
ing hospitalization. The opportunity to didn't have that REO Speedwagon tattoo
(safely) socialize in a party atmosphere, on your left pectoral.
without the worries of a security shakeGetting a tattoo of a family crest or of a
down, would certainly be an enticing ar- religious symbol like a cross is probably a
gument against risking hard alcohol
safe bet. That's not a tattoo that you 're
violations and their consequences. Nam- going to regret years later. But I' m Jewrally, the counterargument to this is reg- ish, and getting the Star of David inked on
istered parties, but let 's bear in mind that my bicep somehow doesn 't feel like the
the current rules include "appropriate equivalent counterpart of the classic
Christian cross tattoo. Also, there 's the
signs outlining [the] alcohol policy must
be placed at the event." Does that sound added fact that if I had a tattoo. I couldn 't
like a typical Saturday night?
be buried in a Jewish cemetery, since the
Change of our campus culture, assum- Torah strictly prohibits them.
For a while this summer I was thinking
ing that there is such a thing to begin
with, must be envisioned within the con- about getting a quote from Sartre tattooed
straints of reality. Something that looks on myself: "Freedom is what you do with
what's been done to you." I thought it was
good on paper is often the only place it
does so. Banning hard alcohol does not a cool quote, and it succinctly sums up
remove it from the College. The first step much of Sartre's philosophy, but at the
towards progress is accepting this fact. same time I had my misgivings. For one,
The second step starts with us, the stu- I couldn't find where the quote was from.
dents, in deciding if we're happy with the It didn 't appear to be in anything Sartre
reputation that we are steadily building.
wrote, but a bunch of websites that com-

Evaluatingthe alcohol policy

With eight people hospitalized during
our first weekend back, the restructured
alcohol policy has thus far surrendered to
one fact: hard alcohol is still consumed
on campus. It's a reality that the time and
money spent on the policy's creation cannot escape. Should we, as students, be
proud of this? Of course not. With the
sights and smells that often bombard you
when sobriety succumbs to inebriation,
who would be?
This is hardly a big revelation. Those
of us who were anticipating a dramatic
shift in our "campus culture" are few and
far between. So far, it appears that the attempts to do so (though clearly not unfounded) have been unrealized at best and
futile at worst.
So where do we go from here? Colby 's
partying atmosphere is scarcely abnormal
within collegiate America. Yes, as an
upper-echelon school , we should hold
ourselves to a higher standard. Yes, even
one student hospitalized is one student
too many. And yes, the revised policy
should, at least in theory, yield improvements and maybe, just maybe, tangible
results will follow.
To be fair, if it is deemed unsuccessful
in the upcoming semesters, it won 't be
for lack of effort. The consequences for
violating the new rules, which outright
ban anything with alcohol content higher
than 48 proof, are steep. Even for students who are 21 and over, two offenses
by possession alone could potentially result in suspension (if you 're providing,
this could happen with the first offense).
However, the application of such justice remains very much unclear. No definitive line has been drawn . And how
can there be? Hard alcohol is contained

Alcohol: now's the time to act

piled quotes still attributed it to the French glimpse of your tat:
philosopher. For the sake of literary creCo-worker #1: Dude, I thought Jack
dence, I'd rather have the quote actually was just a nice, ordinary guy, but then
be from a philosophical text that he wrote when we were in the locker room at L.A.
rather than just something that he quipped Fitness the other day after racquetball, I
saw that he s' got a samurai sword tattooed
to a friend on the subway one time.
I also had concerns about how the tat- on his chest. The guy is a certified badass.
Co-worker #2: Holy crap, that is
too would be received by others if I got it
I could imagine some of my smarm.er badass. I 'm going to fear and respect
friends saying upon seeing it, "Why didn't Jack now.
A similar scenario wquld jj lay put with
you just get * When . lifejgivesyoujernons,
make lemonade" tattooed on yourself?" female co-workers:
f 'entale co-wofiker #!:'/ thought Jack
The^woula* nave a vH{id pofiit. ' P*£]f
Then there was the question of was j u s t another bland guy at the ofwhere on my body to get the tattoo. f ice, but did you see the black mamba
This is a matter that requires careful tattoo he has on his back at the comconsideration as well. One location that pany pool party?
Female co-worker #2: / know, I didn 't
I considered was on my chest, but I've
heard that this is a very painful loca- think much of him before, but seeing that
tion to get a tattoo, and it seems that tattoo suddenly made him mysterious
it would be a bit foolhardy for my first and sexy.
The obvious caveat is that both situaone. Also, I'm prone to syncopal
episodes when needles are involved, tions require the wearer of the tattoo to be
and I'm almost certain a tattoo artist shirtless. The payoff for the concealed tatrepeatedly sticking a needle into my too is great because of the way it alters
chest would trigger one of those. I peoples ' perceptions of you , but realistidon 't know if tattoo artists are legally cally speaking how many chances are you
allowed to continue working on the going to have to be shirtless around people
customer if he or she loses conscious- you want to impress, at least when you 're
sober? Plus, you can never tell anyone
ness in the chair, but I imagine not.
The deltoid is a common spot many about your concealed tattoo; they simply
men choose for their first tattoo, and I've have to discover it for themselves. Otherheard that this is a fairly painless location, wise it seems like you're trying too hard
to promote your own badass status, to proso I also thought about getting one there.
But there's more to consider than pain mote your own mystique. And if someone
when you 're thinking about tattoo loca- asks you what the king cobra tattooed on
tion. You need to consider what messages your stomach is supposed to symbolize
not only the content of the tattoo but also you have to gaze wistfully off into the disthe placement of the tattoo on your body tance, squinting slightly like Clint Eastwood in "Dirty Harry" and cryptically
will send to others.
For instance, if you get a tattoo of any reply, "I prefer not to talk about my past."
Maybe a good compromise is the
variety on your neck, it 's a social indicator
that you are most likely a sociopath (the partly visible tattoo, like a tattoo on the
same applies for head tattoos). If you go inside of your bicep that is just visible at
into a bar and you see a man sitting at the the edge of your sleeve. You can easily
counter with an AK-47 across his jugular, reveal it or conceal it, depending on what
odds are you're not going to try to start an the situation requires. When you raise
altercation with him, regardless of his size
your hand to answer a question in class
You can probably infer that he doesn 't people will catch a glimpse of it and think
abide by the rules of polite society. But to themselves, "Wow, that kid's a conscigetting a neck tattoo is a double-edged entious student, and he 's also got an
sword. You will reap the benefits of fright- edgier side. How cool!"
So those are the pathetic fantasies I
ening men, women and small children in
most settings, but finding a job becomes entertain when 1 think about getting a
problematic. A neck tattoo doesn 't exactly tattoo (in case you couldn 't guess, I' m
scream "emotionally stable, well-rounded "Jack" in the above scenarios). I'll
individual" to would-be employers.
probably never get one because of the
If you have aspirations of being gain- reasons mentioned above, but if I ever
fully employed someday, getting a tattoo did I'm sure that no one would think
in an easily concealed location is proba- that I was cooler, tougher, more mystebly a safer bet. The concealed tattoo func- rious or any of the other positive qualtions in a different fashion than the visible ities that I childishly believe getting a
tattoo. With the visible tattoo, you 're con- tattoo imbues upon the wearer. Still, it 's
stantly signifying to others that you 've got fun to sit around sometimes and fantaa screw loose. With the concealed tattoo, size about how my life would be better
it 's all about the element of surprise. Peo- if I had a tattoo (maybe "sad" or "irple see you at school or at the office and rational" are more appropriate adjecassume that you 're an average, mild-man- tives than "fun "). And if I ever did get
nered guy. That is until someone catches a one I would probabl y go with the king
glimpse of the sweet tattoo lurking under- cobra, because nothing creates the illuneath your clothes. Imagine, if you will, sion of being dark, mysterious and sexy
the following conversation between two like having a highly poisonous South
co-workers, one of who recently caught a Asian snake on your chest.
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Lady Gaga supports gay rights

Local Events
Happening in town
Trivia Night at Mainely Brews
Mainely Brews Restaurant and Brewhouse
1Post Office Square, Waterville
Thursday
September 23, 2010

7-9 p.m.

Head downtown this Thursday night to
Mainely Brews Restaurant and Brewhouse for
Thursday night trivia! Testyour knowledgewith
30 random trivia questions while sharing a
pizza and a pitcher of microbrew with friends.

CHRIS KASPRAJVTHE COLBY ECHO

Lady Gaga visited Portland this past Monday to support a repeal of the "don 't ask don 't tell " policy f o r gays in the military.
By JESSICA ACOSTA and
RACHEL GOFT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER AND
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

A picturesque New England
fall afternoon provided the perfect backdrop for a political rally
in Portland , ME this past
Monday. The purpose of the rall y
was to convince Maine 's two
U.S. Republican Senators, Susan
Collins and Olympia Snowe, to
support a repeal of "don 't ask.
don 't tell, " in a vote that took
place in Congress last Tuesday,
September 21.
"Don 't ask, don 't tell" is the
U.S. military policy that bans gay,
lesbian and bisexual service members from openly acknowledging
their sexual orientation. Although
the repeal did not pass, the rally
boasted an impressive turnout and
helped to raise awareness about
gay rights in the state of Maine.
The highlight of the rally was a
keynote speech by Lady Gaga, an
international pop sensation who

has made a name for herself with new law that targets straight solher outlandish costumes and diers who are "uncomfortable" with
bizarre music videos. While she gay soldiers in their presence. "Our
did not pernew law is called
form
any
'If you don't like it,
go home!'" Lady
songs, Lady
G a g a ' s
Gaga said.
speech res"I was really
onated with
impressed
by
the
crowd,
how many people
garnering
turned up, given
cheers
and
the fact that Lady
shrieks of joy.
Gaga 's appearC h r i s
ance
was
Kasprak '12,
announced fewer
w
a
s
than 24 hours in
impressed by
a d v a n c e ,"
Lady Gaga 's
Kasprak
said.
speech, which
"And while there
she
wrote
were definitely
entirely
or
people there who
her own. "She
were only interwas very pasested in seeing
Chris
Kasprak
sionate and
Lady Gaga, the
Class of 2012
well-spoken,"
majority of peoKasprak said.
ple there were
In
her
dedicated to supspeech, Lady Gaga railed against porting the repeal of don 't ask,
the law, and she even went so far as don 't tell," Kasprak said.
to suggest that there should be a
In addition to Lady Gaga, the

While there were
definitely people
there who were
only interested in
seeing Lady Gaga,
the majority of
people there were
dedicated to supporting the repeal
of "don't ask,
don 't ten."

W a s h i n g t o n - b a s e d
Servicemembers Legal Defense
Network, a national non-profit
organization defending soldiers
discharged under the policy, hosted a broad array of speakers at
Monday's rally. Former members
of every branch of the armed
forces described their experiences
with the law and urged the crowd
to contact their Senators to help
defeat the
Republican
led
Filibuster repeal. Portland Mayor
Nicholas Mavodones, Jr. and
Maine Congresswoman Chellie
Pingree also spoke.
Unfortunately, Democrats in
Congress were unable to sway a
single Republican vote to repeal
the policy this past Tuesday. The
final vote was 56-43, four votes
short of the required 60 it needed
in order to pass.
This failure to repeal the law
marks a low point in the more than
a decade-long effort to protect the
rights of homosexuals in the military, as Democrats had gathered
the most support to date for the
repeal of the law.

Mainely Brews burger was voted the best in
Waterville, but the restaurant's menu also
offers ,a wide range of appetizers, salads,
soups, pizzas, calzones and vegetarian
options. And if you're still full you can try one of
their
new
homemade
desserts!

Barrels Community Market
74 Main Street, Waterville
Open Monday-Friday 10a.m. - 7 p.m.
and Saturday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Barrels Community Market is a nonprofit community market that sells
locally produced goods at affordable
prices in the heart of downtown
Waterville. The market also offers a
wide variety of educational and volunteer opportunities and features a com!4nunttynev©nt space that showcases an,,
array of great programs. It is centrally
located halfway down Main Street in a
location that is easily accessible by
both foot and car traffic , with plenty of
close parking and entrances from Main
Street and the Concourse.

Students from Waterville discuss life on the Hill
one's hometown and experience a
different part of the state, country
or world, and McAuliff wanted to
get out of Waterville.
"[At first], Colby was the last
place I wanted to go to school. It
was too close. I wanted something new. I knew too many people that worked here. I thought it
would just be an extension of life
in Waterville," she said.
In the end, however, McAuliff
discovered that the College was
the right place for her. "When I
was comparing Colby to the other
NICK IOCHCE/THE COLBY ECHO
schools I had gotten into, I realHatenille native Jennifer Hale '13 is proud to be a Colby student.
ized that having grown up in such
close proximity to Colby and
the summer we would go for walks knowing Colby so well gave me
By NICOLE HEWES
NEWS STAFF
in the arboretum and cross-country some pretty high standards," she
skiing in the winter. On weekends, said. "The others—well, they just
I would come up to watch a bas- couldn't measure up," she said.
It 's no secret that students on
ketball game with my dad," she
McAuliff is not the only student
Mayflower Hill hail from a varif r o m
ety of different places —45 states said.
Jennifer
Hale
Waterville
and 65 countries to be exact.
'13
also
rememwhose
colThough students from the West
bers visiting camlege search
Coast and numerous countries
made
her
travel thousands of miles to get to pus when she was
realize that
the College, many students have younger. "I can
the
right
a much shorter commute. Some, remember coming
school
for
the
annual
in fact, don 't have to go any- to
H a l l o w e e n
her had been
where at all—they call Waterville
Extravaganza for
right in front
home.
of her all
many years with
Many students who grew up in
a l o n g .
my family and
Waterville were introduced to the
"When
I
College at an earl y age. always admiring
began
to
the Colby students
Waterville native Alexandra
Alexandra
McAuliff
on campus ," she
seriously
McAuliff ' 13 visited and interactClass of 2013
consider
said.
ed with the College frequently.
While
many
looking
at
"For me growing up, Colby was
students
from
colleges , I
always a wonderful place. When I
Waterville
have
early
memories
realized
how
lucky
I
was
to
have
was younger we always had Colby
such a spectacular school in my
students babysit us after school ," of campus, not all of them
McAuliff said. "They would bring p lanned on attending college on hometown," Hale said. "I knew if
the Hill. College is often an I attended Colby I would receive
us up to see their dorms, play on
opportunity to move away from so many opportunities that I
campus or eat in the dining hall. In

[At first], Colby
was the last
place I wanted
to go to school.
It was too close.
I wanted something new.

would not receive at another college or university."
Jennifer Nale * 14 was drawn to
the atmosphere of Mayflower
Hill, and she also had family connections to the
school.
"My
brother and sister had such
great
experiences here that 1
knew
being
close to home
wouldn't be a
problem. There
is a sense of
community at
Colby that is
unlike anything
at any other college I visited,"
she said.
Once
they
came to the College, many students realized that going to
school in their hometown had
some definite advantages. "I
know that if I ever need anything,
my family is only five minutes
away," Hale said.
"The best part about going to
school in my hometown is that I
have a pretty good idea of what 's
going on in town. I get all the
perks of living at college, plus on
the weekends I still have my mom
[to help with] laundry," Devin
Gibbs ' 14 said.
"Once in a while, my mom will
call to see if I'm in my dorm and
drop by with a fresh batch of cookies," McAuliff said. "It's also nice
that my parents have been able to
meet a lot of my friends."
Just because these students are
from Waterville doesn't mean they

aren 't active members of the
College community, however, as
they all live on campus and are
involved in numerous activities.
Nale plays on the basketball team,
Gibbs plays the
saxophone in
the jazz band
and also runs
track, Hale participates
in
numerous volunteer organizations and clubs
on campus and
McAuliff is on
the tennis team
and serves as a
dorm president.
While relaDevin Gibbs
tions between
Class of 2014
the College and
Waterville are
sometimes seen as rocky, the students from Waterville are happy
with their decisions to go to
school on Mayflower Hill. "I

I get all the perks
of living at college, plus on the
weekends I still
have my mom
[to help with]
laundry.

know for some people in
Waterville, Colby students are
thought of as rich, snobby and
spoiled. However, a huge percentage of the community [do] realize
the profound impact the campus
and the students have on the town
and fully appreciate eveiything
Colby provides for Waterville,"
McAuliff said.
"My impression of the college
was completely off," Gibbs
admits. Colby has some of the best
and kindest people in the world."
"As a Waterville native, I appreciate all of the opportunities that
Colby has [given] Waterville. 1 am
very proud to be a Colby student,"
Hale said.
Despite growing up with the
College in their backyards, these
students from Waterville still
see Mayflower Hill as a very
special place. "I've lived here
my whole life and seeing Miller
Library on a beautiful day is still
breathtaking," Nale said.

Dan Hussey '13 chose to attend college in his hometown.

Eat locally at the Forging community connections
Farmers' Market
I CLUB SPOTLIGHT: COLBY-WATERVILLE ALLIANCE

By COURTNEY YEAGER
MANAGING EDITOR

The Downtown Waterville
Farmers' Market, which was
established in 2006 in conjunction with Waterville Main Street,
is held weekly throughout the
year in the concourse along
Appleton and Main Streets.
Farmers from many nearby towns
gather on Thursdays to sell locally grown items to Waterville residents and Colby students alike.
The Farmers' Market is currently comprised of 31 vendors, most
of which are seasonal. Vendorssell
everything from duck eggs to olive
oil soaps to all-natural ice cream.
There is something to suit a wide
range of tastes. Many meat-selling
companies, such as Cornerstone
Farm and Kennerson Farm, also
attend the winter market.
On a recent Thursday, long
lines formed at the Kennebec
Cheesery. Several customers
were students or staff members
at the College. Two students
from the Hill rode their bikes to
the Market to stock their room
with fresh apples, two more students purchased fresh baked rolls
and pumpkin ice cream, and
another carried his new potted
plant around as he perused the

food booths.
The Market is only a quick
bike ride or walk away, and
many students attend each
Thursday to replenish their supplies of fresh produce.
Buying organic products
from local vendors has many
health benefits as it decreses
exposure to harmful pesticides and chemicals.
Purchasing food and goods
at the Farmers * Market is
also a great way to support
the Waterville economy. For
every $100 spent at a locally
owned business, $45 stays in
the local economy, creating
jobs and expanding the city's
tax base. For every $100 spent
at a national chain or franchise store , only $14 remains
in the community. Many vendors who come to Waterville's
market also attend farmers'
markets in other towns such as
Orono, Belfast and Skowhegan.
The Farmers' Market is open
May through November from 2-6
p.m., rain or shine. The Winter
Market is open December
through April from 2-4 p.m. every
third Thursday. While cash is
preferred and often required ,
some vendors allow customers
to pay for products with a major
credit card.
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Anna Leavitt '12 checks out the produce at last Thursday s' market.
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A band p lays during this year 's Hill 'n the 'Ville, an event hosted by the Colby-Waterville Alliance (CWA) in downtown Waterville.
The CWA sponsors other events throughout the year designed to encourage interaction between the College and the local community.
events that are hosted throughout the year. All the hard work
pays off when these events
bring students off the Hill to see
The recent Hill 'n the 'Ville what the local community has
event kicked off the year with to offer.
live music, inflatable sumoThe
club
wrestling and other fun activities. works to generMost importantly, however, the ate greater recevent reinforced and strength- i p r o c i t y
ened bonds between the College between
the
and the greater Waterville com- College and the
munity. And while the carnival- W a t e r v i l l e
like atmosphere only lasted for a area.
When
day,
the
Colby-Waterville Waterville citiAlliance (CWA) works year- zens see Colby
round to bring the College closer students off the
to its hometown.
Hill , they realThe CWA works "to improve ize that stuthe relationship between the dents
care
Colby and Waterville communi- about the comties," CWA Co-President Emily
munity because
Cook ¦ \1 said. "We see them as they live in
important parts of each other Waterville, not"
[and] as one larger community." just
because
Cook , a Waterville native, they
go
to
works alongside students from school at the
across the country, all of whom College.
have grown to consider her
Hill 'n the 'Ville, now in its
hometown as his or her own. fourth year, is only one of two
The club relies heavily on vol- annual events put on by the CWA
unteers who help with various and the local community that fosBy DASH WASSERMAN
LAYOUT EDITOR

ter integration between the Hill
and Waterville.
Burst the Bubble Week ,
which is held every spring, is
meant to "show Colby students
that there is
more
to
Waterville than
meets the eye,"
Cook said. By
organizing a
week full of
events,
they
get
students
into Waterville
and Waterville
residents onto
the Hill.
Last
year,
students wore
bright
green
shirts that read ,
"Burst
the
Emily Cook Bubble!" and
took
Class of 2011 many
advantage of
discounted
p rices at business in downtown
Waterville.
Additionally, the College
hosted panel discussions about
the community and a photo

I think it's great
that peop le are
adopting
Waterville as
their hometown and not
just thinking
that they're
living in a dorm
for four years.

exhibition in Pulver Pavilion.
The week culminated in a battle
of the bands.
In addition to organizing the
two events, the CWA works
closely with the South End
Teen Center to get students on
the Hill to volunteer regularly
and spend time with local
teens. The South End Teen
Center is a community center
that gives teens a social place
to call their own. The CWA
arranges flag foot ball games,
personal tutoring sessions, conversations
about
studying
abroad and student experiences
at the College, circle group discussions and more.
"I think it 's great that people
are adopting Waterville as their
hometown and not just thinking
that they're living in a dorm for
four years," Cook said.
Whether lounging by the
Kennebec waterfront listening to
music or tasting the local cuisine
on a special night out, the CWA
hopes that the Colby and
Waterville communities will
become so enmeshed that the
club will no longer be necessary.

Teen smoking, obesityand otherMaine health issues

Gubernatorial
candidatesspeak
at healthf orum
By RACHEL GOFF
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

What are some of the major
health issues facing the state of
Maine? Candidates for the
Governor of Maine spoke at a
health forum hosted by the Maine
Medical Association in Bar
Harbor on September 13. They
addressed public health issues
such as Maine's growing rate of
teen smoking, the obesity epidemic taking hold of Maine adults
and children, the shortage of
physicians in Maine, environmental issues such as toxic exposure,
and the appropriate use of money
in the Fund for Healthy Maine.
Education was the theme of
the forum, as many candidates
stressed the importance of teaching students about health issues
such as proper nutrition and exercise from an early age.
According to a 2009 United
Health Foundation study, 25.8
percent of Maine's population is
obese, and Maine ranks 22nd in
the nation in this category. The
number one state reported a still
rather high 19.1 percent of its
population as obese , as well ,
proving that obesity is not just a
problem facing Maine but a
national epidemic.
Maine had the 48th highest
percentage of adults with high
cholesterol, the 36th highest per-

centage of adults with high blood kids in school actually learn about
pressure and the 42nd highest per- healthy behj aviors and healthy eatcentage of adults with cardiac ing," Independent Eliot Cutler of
Cape Elizabeth said. "We need to
heart disease.
As a volunteer for Colby Cares connect our farms and our school
About Kids (CCAK), Allison lunch programs and finally, we
Ehrenreich '12 has observed the need to have some kind of
lack of nutritional knowledge statewide guidance or standards
firsthand. The afterschool pro- for physical exercise," he said.
Republican
nominee and
gram that she volunteers at in
Waterville tries to provide the mayor of Waterville Paul LePage
kids with a lot
|
agreed
that
while education
or different variis important,
eties of food ,
she
explains,
the problem is
largely depenbecause often
dent
on
the kids aren 't
Maine's econocoming from a
"All
we
my.
particularly
have to do is
affluent backmake this state
ground
and
p r o s p e r o u s ,"
might not get
LePage said.
enough to eat at
We can do this
home.
by
allowing
"The
cook
Maine families
there tries to
"to go from 80
make
things
percent of the
that are very
national averfilling, like mac
age in earnings
n*
cheese,"
to 100 percent
Ehrenreich
so that [they]
said, but she is
can
compete
skeptical about
Eliot
C
utler
and buy healthy
the nutritional
Independent
Gubernatorial
C
E
ndldate
groceries," he
balance of these
said.
"And
meals.
Looking at
there is always
dessert—cake, brownies, what- other health concerns, in the same
ever" she said. "I see my mentee, 2009 siidy Maine ranked 23rd in
a fifth grade boy, eating candy the nation for prevalence of
for an hour. Whether it's the smoking. An estimated 18.1 perbaked goods that they make there cent of the population smoke cigor the candy that's been given arettes on a daily basis. In the
out as treats for homework, it 's a number one state (the state with
the mist smokers) only 9.3 perlot of candy."
"We need to make sure that cent of the population were smok-

We need to connect our farms !
and our school
lunch programk
and finally, we
need to have I
some kind of
statewide
guidance or
standards for j
physical
exercise.
—
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ers. With the high rate of smoking from the welfare environment, I they get their cigarettes, one way
among teenagers, the number of know what happens when you or the other, and who suffers but
people who smoke in Maine will raise the taxes on tobacco prod- the kids?" he said. "They will
only continue to increase.
ucts," Republican nominee and give up good dietary programs to
At the forum, four out of five current mayor of Waterville Paul get their cigarettes. The best thing
candidates stated that they would LePage said. "What happens is is to educate, not legislate."
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FORUM
WEDNESDAY

SATURDAY

Study Abroad Information:
Mandatory Meeting for all Sophomores

Music at Colby Concert Series:
Maine Mountain Chamber Music

Larimer Chapel
5p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Lovejoy 215
8:30 p.m.

|
I

THURSDAY
Hatha Yoga with Laura Meader
Alfond Athletic Center — Aerobics Room
12 p.m.

—

I
|
|
|

Stretch and Tone Aerobics
with Darla Jones
Roberts 015
12:30 p.m.

Reuman Reading Group
Foss 024
5:30 p.m.

58th Lovejoy Convocation

Larimer Chapel
5 p.m.
Despite macabre death threats from narco gangs,
Alfredo Corchado, Mexico Bureau Chief for the
Dallas Morning News, remains the most intrepid
reporter covering Mexico and the U.S.-Mexico
border. He will receive Colby's Lovejoy Award for
courageous journalism at the 58th annual Lovejoy
Convocation. An annual Colby tradition since
1952, the Lovejoy Convocation is an opportunity
to meet and hear a heroic and inspiring
journalist committed to social justice, and the
Convocation it is a highlight of each academic
year.

|
I
|

TUESDAY
Morningstar, Inc. Information Session
Lovejoy 215

7 p.m.

•

I

I
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Bill Beach: How (Really) to Stimulate
the Economy and Create Jobs

Diamond 122
7 p.m.
Bill Beach, the director of data analysis at the
Heritage Foundation, will be discussing current
economic conditions.

FRIDAY
Andrew Selee Lecture:
Violence in Latin America

S

Room

Roberts 015
12:30 p.m.

SUNDAY
|

12 p.m.

— Aerobics

German Table

Film Showing: Modern Times

Job Skills Workshop for Seniors

|

Alfond Athletic Center

Lorlmer Chapel

Bixler — Given Auditorium
7 p.m.

Beginning Yoga with Laura Meader

MONDAY
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Diamond 122
4 p.m.

IBM Information Session

j

7 p.m.

I

CAN Weekend Concert:
Caribbean Band "Hot Like Fire"
Cotter Union — Pulver Pavillion
10 p.m.

Men 's Soccer vs. Bowdoin

I

Lovejoy 215

|

I

Loebs Field

4 p.m.

I[

Women's Soccer vs. Maine Maritime
Loebs Field
4 p.m.
Field Hockey vs. Thomas
Bill Alfond Field
7 p.m.
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THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

GAGA FOR THE LA
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Pop superstar Lady Gaga spoke at a rally in Portland, Maine looking relatively tame on Monday afternoon to support the repeal of Don 't Ask, Don 't Tell.
¦

|
1
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This week online |
WWW . THECOLBYECHO . COM / BLOG

WAIT, WHAT?
At age 13, Magnus Carlson became
the world's youngest #1 ranked
chess champion and grandmaster.
Now, he 's modeling with Liv
Tyler for the Dutch clothing
company G-Star and was a standout
during New York Fashion Week.
Jealous?
I
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If you were to make Lady Gaga's next outfit, what would you make it out of?
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"Reusable mugs from the dining hall."
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— Lauren McCrary '12
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"The hair that the cross-country team
shaves off of their legs."
— Dave Murphy
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STUDENTS IN THE STREET
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A PICNIC ON RUNNALS

"Polar bearsand bobcats."
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Allie Ehrenreich '12 and Anna Leavitt '12 avoid the crowds in Dana on Saturday night and opt for a picnic on Runnals hill instead.
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JOKAS'
SPECIALS

Blue Moon Grand Cru
25.4 oz bottle
now $3.99 was $8.99
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Bud Light Wheat 12-pack
now $6.99 was $12.99

Smirnoff Variety 18 Pack
now $16.99 was $21.95
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight

We now have the largest selection of domestic and import
beers in Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES

52 Front St., Waterville, ME
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Suddenly, Powder & Wig showed us they can
Orin the sadistic dentist,
(played with maniacal relish by
Chris Frascr '12) demanded
undying attention every time he
There is a certain aesthetic the took the stage. Shining moments
fall musical, (especially the mid- included the number in which he
night showing of the fall musi- related the story, (through song),
cal), upholds: it is silly, energetic, of how he came to be a
and fun. Little Shop of Horrors, a "Dentist!," and also when he
rock musical/dark comedy about laughed himself to death because
a talking, man-eating plant was a of a nitrous oxide overdose.
However, the humor produced by
wonderful choice.
The
director
Cecilia the dentist's flamboyance was
Cancelieri '11 reminded us that tempered with the discomfort of
nine days ago, not only had watching his abusive relationship
rehearsals not started, but there with Audrey.
was nothing: no cast, no set, no
Once the strange plant started
costumes, no choreography and making money for the shop,
no music. The fall musical is not Mushnik's (Dan Echt Ml hamreally about chiseled perfection, ming up his character impeccaformal beauty or anything you bly) comic greed pushed him to
need to be a pretentious theater propose to Seymour to be his son,
person to understand. In fact, at which he did through the odd
one point the wrong music start- song "Mushnik and Son" (which
ed playing for a song, and was featured a show stopping tango).
quickly corrected. Nobody cared.
The plant (voiced with seductive
Everyone laughed and cheered.
coolness by Preston Kavanaugh
That is not to say that Little ' 11) also sang, in a deep, rich voice,
Shop was a sloppy mess. Rather, mosdy about how it was hungry for
it was remarkably polished. The human blood ('Teed Me" and "It's
songs were catchy and beautifully Suppcrtime"), playing up the innusung, and the actors were able to endo and double entendres of the
stay in character as they sang, lyrics, in his delivery.
maintaining the songs * humorous
The actors, though given only
quality. In point of fact, Audrey nine days to rehearse, performed
(played pitch perfectly by Kendall catchy and smooth doo-wop
Hatch ' 12) sang angelically about tunes, which have been stuck in
how she finally gets to live my head ever since and played
"Somewhere That 's Green" now convincing characters.
that Seymour is about to feed her
The play was also visually striknearly-dead body to the plant.
ing, (though silly), with flashy cosThree narrating urchins (played tumes,
graceful yet playful
by Emma Conroy '11J, Margaret choreography, and the giant plant's
Sargent '14 and Lindsay Garrard tendrils, which at one point
'12) gracefully and humorously Seymour cut off with a machete
danced and sang about the sketchy and threw into the audience.
"Skid Row (Downtown)," and
Students translatedthe dramatic
events throughout.
elements of the play while keeping
By CAITUN VANCE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Bro Adams makes a cameo in Powder and Wig 's one week musical Little Shop of Horrors as he tries to convince Seymour (Ryan
Winter '12) to take advantage of the monetary opportunities provided by his strange and interesting (and sinister) plant.
with the playful, carefree aesthetic of the fall musical. For example, we saw the psychological
peril Seymour (played so endearingly by Ryan Winter ' 12) endures:
he really is a good person, but his
choices are so convoluted and
morally blurry. We are asked what
we would do in a similar situation, between choosing the right
thing and personal fulfillment,
even though the play presents us
with this question in a highly
absurd circumstance.
And in keeping with the tradi-

tion of the one week musical,
audience interaction is a must.
While it would normally be
inappropriate to shout during a
show, and especially to shout at
an actor by actual name, this
happened quite a lot during
Little Shop, and everyone
seemed to think it was normal.
Those involved also added personal touches, such as donning
drag, Bro's cameo, and lines like
"Mommy needs her smokes,"
(directed at specific friends in the
audience) to the production.

The play felt more interactive
and more personal as a result of
this atmosphere. This musical
touched the audience and elicited
a stronger, more immediate, more
direct reaction from them than
most plays could. Undeniably,
this feeling of familiarity and personal investment in the play by
the audience counts for something in terms of what makes a
play good.
In the finale "Don't Feed the
Plants," the cast of Little Shop further blurred the lines between

where the play ended and reality
began, and further exerted their
power and zeal on the audience, by
physicall y spreading throughout the theater and pointing aggressively at individuals, belting that
whatever these plants promise,
never feed them human blood, as
they plan to "eat the world whole."
The production upheld a balance between skill and playfulness
and between presentation and run;
the result was a wonderful play
enriched with a humorous, personal touch.

I SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MUSIC LILY FUNAHASHI

Exploringthe endless opportunitiesof the piano
By QAINAT KHAN

Here's What's Playing Fri.
Sept. 24 through
Thurs. Sept. 30

JOAN RIVERS: A PIECE
OF WORK
Daily at 1:00, 2:50,4:50, 6:50
Except NO 1:00 on Sun. and
NO 6:50 on Thurs.
Also late shows Fri. & Sat. at
8:35

LIFE DURING WARTIME
Daily at 12:55, 7:10
Also late shows Fri. & Sat. at
9:05

MAO'S LAST DANCER
Daily at 12:00, 2:20, 4:40,
7:00

Also late shows Fri. & Sat . at

9:15

GET LOW

Daily at 3:00, 5:05

THAT EVENING SUN
One Show Only!
Thursday, Sept. 30 at 7:00
MANHATTAN SHORT
FILM FESTIVAL
One Show Only !
Sunday, Sept. 26 at 12:00
noon

A&E EDITOR

It seems that Lily Funahashi
is a little embarrassed speaking about her own impressive
accomplishments . Having quietly said a few sentences about
her musical training she asks
"Should I continue?" Of
course I answer yes, as I want
to know more about my
remarkable teacher.
Lily is the recent appointee to
the Music Department 's vacant
position for Associate Professor
of Piano. Lily came to Colby
last year to fill the gap in the
piano faculty while a search for
a permanent replacement commenced. Lily applied for the
position and received the permanent job.
Lily began piano at a young
age in Japan, but did not consider piano performance seriously
until she was an undergraduate
at the University of Wisconsin
in Madison, where she was a
piano performance major. She
then continued her piano studies
at the University of Southern
California, where she studied
under John Perry.
She began her love affair
with chamber music at USC and
realized , "all the string players I
played with wanted to go to
New York City. If I wanted to
play with players like that , I
needed to go there myself." She
did in fact move to New York
City, where she received her
doctorate from Julliard and continued performing.
Although her formal training
ended with her doctorate, Lily
said, "studying music always
goes on. I think all the concerts
and projects I've done are part of
my education."
Lily has toured extensively and
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AssociateProfessorof MusicLily Funahashiis a highly accomplishedpianistand willbeplaying a chamber
music concertas p a r tof the Maine Mountain Music Festivalthis Saturday,September25 in Lorimer Chapel.
has performed in the United
States, Japan , Canada, Europe
and Australia. She has appeared
in the major concert halls of the
United States, including the
Kennedy Center in Washington
D.C. and Carneg ie Hall and
Lincoln Center in New York
City (where she appears regularl y as a member of the
Festival Chamber Music). She
has also appeared at many
chamber music festivals around
the country. Lily is the cofounder and co-director of the
Maine
Mountain
Music
Festival , which organizes cham-

ber music events around Maine.
We will be lucky enough to
see Lily joined by world class
musicians
this
Saturday,
September 25 when they will
perform chamber music in
Lorimer Chapel as part of the
Maine Mountain Music Festival.
Joining Lily are Colby 's own
faculty Eric Thomas on the clarinet , her longtime friend and
renowned violinist and conductor John Swensen, cellist Thomas
Kraines, French horn player
Victoria Isen, who is active in
New York and violist and cofounder and co-director of Maine

Mountain Music Festival, Laurie
Kennedy. They will be playing a
range of chamber works from
the intimate Romanian Dances
for violin and piano, the "profound" Brahms Clarinet Trio
and the energetic Dohnanyi
Sextet which allows all six
musicians to play together.
As we begin talking about
chamber music and its possibilities for pianists, Lily becomes
more animated. "I think it is the
collaborative aspect that I
enjoy," Lil y said of chamber
music. "That a piece can be a
completely new interpretation

depending on your collaborators
is really exciting." She also
"loves the sound of string instruments. To ride the wave of the
string sound and combine that
with a piano sound is something I
love to do."
The fact that pianists have
endless opportunities to learn
from their collaborators, and
create a dynamic, aurally complex performance makes for
¦exciting musical possibilities.
Lily noted that although the
solo repertoire for pianists is
vast, varied and beautiful, doing
only solo piano music is a lonely existence.
She hopes to extend the piano
program at Colby into more collaborative territory and give
every piano student at Colby the
opportunity to try his or her
hand at chamber music. "There
are so many things one can do
collaboratively and sometimes
that opens up an entire new
repertoire," Lily said.
Being a teacher gives Lily
"the opportunity to work with
students on an intense level"
where she helps them to "delve
deeply into the music."
"Students tend to have lots of
ideas already about what they
want to do, which is wonderful;
they are not just waiting to
receive them," she continued.
"They bring ideas about music
that they love and I love finding
out what those are and combining those with what I think will
be good for them to explore."
When Lily talks about her students and the work she gets to do
with them, she is positively
glowing. A fellow student once
described her teaching style as
"selfless," by which he meant
Lily is completely self-effacing;
her only desire is to make sure
her students shine playing the
music they love.
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s The Town is a satisfying heist
s Affleck'
By Alex Orleans, Contributing Writer

M-H

Centered on the Charlestown
neighborhood in Boston and its
reputation for having a bank robbing population , The Town,
directed and starring Ben Affleck,
follows Doug MacRay (Affleck)
and Ins team of career criminals
including Doug's violent best
friend Jem (The Hurt Locker s'
Jeremy Renner), through the trials
and tribulations of making a buck
the good ole '-fashioned way
(high-stakes armed robbery)
while trying to stay one step
ahead of the FBI , here in the
form of special agent Adam
Frawley (Jon Hamm a.k.a. Mad
Men 's Don Draper).
The plot point that drives the
movie is that Doug begins to pursue a relationship with Claire
(Rebecca Hall), a bank manager
whom Doug and company
briefly took hostage following
their first heist and who is
unaware of Doug 's true identity.
The Town is Affleck's second
outing as a director, his first
being Gone Baby Gone, an adaptation of a Dennis Lehane novel
also set in Boston. Similarly, The
Town is an adaptation Chuck
Hogans ' novel Prince of Thieves.
Of the two films, only The Town
shows real directorial consciousness. While Gone Baby Gone
struggled with overblown dark
hues on camera and pacing that
often felt like someone frequently pulling the emergency brake
on a decelerating car, Tlte Town
maintains a crisp pace that deftly
serves its multi-layered narrative.
The film's action, which con-

sists of three major sequences, is
beautifully shot and intensely
visceral. The dialogue is largely
standard fare, but at times rises
above such description with a
handful of memorable one-liners
and plenty of Boston criminal jargon. The locales are all clearly
Boston and it is evident that a real
emphasis was placed on authenticity. The film 's greatest

When a film
engages you
for two hours
and leaves
you wishing
that you could
have stayed
longer, isn't
that all you
can really
ask?
moment is unquestionably its climax: a complex gun fight in what
one character describes as "the
cathedral of Boston." Other
impressive scenes include Hamm 's
interrogation of Affleck, which is
one of the best in recent film, and
Affleck's visit to his imprisoned
father, played deftly in a one-off
appearance by Chris Cooper.
However, there are two major
flaws in Affleck's directorial
approach. First and most egregious
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Open your mind and your wallet
<v
0)

-Q By Dash Wasserman, Layout Editor

are the repeated sweeping aerial
shots of Boston , and Charlestown .
The
Victory
Brewing
Company's Golden Monkey Ale,
in particular. The Bostonian
boldly claims 'The tripel (no that
friend I saw the film with says
is not a typo) do you good."
he's never seen the Bunker Hill
While it may not boast psychedelmemorial (which is located in
ic hallucinations, you may find
Charlestown) more in his life than
yourself tripping over yourself to
he saw it in the film. Second, and
less so, Affleck seems to struggle
go to the liquor store just one
more time to pick up another sixwith shooting dialogue; while the
pack of its hoppy goodness.
unfolding of on-screen movement
In honor of the recent hardis smooth, the camera often feels
golden,
alcohol
ban, this
a tittle too tight on the actors, as if
Belgian-style Ale boasts a relathe viewer is leaning a bit too
tively obscene alcoholic conclose to hear their words.
tent—9.5%
alcohol
by
While each of the characters is
volume—but goes down with litintriguing and well-acted, the
tle-to-no gag reflex. (Just a quick
script sacrifices cast-wide characaside: currently, the world's
ter development in pursuit of fully
strongest beer is 55% alcohol,
realizing Affleck's character,
Doug. Frawley remains the stancosts $765, and comes inside a
dard overzealous investigator;
dead animal. So, maybe Golden
Blake Lively as Krista, Doug's old
Monkey has higher—or lower—
places for which to strive, but at
flame and Jem's sister, fills the role
least it affords you the opportuniof the walking mess: a single mom
ty to keep your liver and still have
with a multi-flavor drug habit
some bite in your drink).
Even Claire, the bank manager
The first thing our group of
who Doug romantically pursues,
reviewers noted were the similariseems to be on camera just
ties between Golden Monkey and
enough to show us how he feels
its pale lager cousin Heineken.
about her. The problem is that
While Golden Monkey claims to
these supporting characters are
pulled off screen just as the viewbe the first Belgian-style ale
brewed
in
the
States
er is drawn into them, leaving us
(Downingtown, PA), it 's hard to
begging to see more inside each
distinguish this slice of Americana
character's mind.
So in the end, my only real
from its low-country cousin.
Off the bat , the aroma was
complaint about The Town is that
it could've been longer. And when
immediately reminiscent of
a film engages you solidly for two
Heineken: a malty scent with a
slightly alcoholic smell ultimately
hours and five minutes and leaves
winning out. The taste is where
you wishing that you could have
this beer starts to branch out,
stayed longer, isn 't that all you
can really ask?
becoming surprisingly tangy yet

l at Northeastern University

fully enjoyable.
The brew claims to have
"spices from the far east," but
when asked to name what specific flavors anyone could discern,
reviewers came up short. With little confidence, the reviewers
agreed nutmeg was a suspect, but
that was little payoff in our effort
to confirm its exotic branding

Golden
Monkey...
affords you
the opportunity to keep
your liver and
still have
some bite in
your drink
strategy. We'll assume they
dumped some allspice into the
brew and we'll move right along.
One thing was clear among
taste-testers: the sugary taste of
molasses lingered as a pleasant
aftertaste. One reviewer, after his
first si p, described Golden
Monkey as a "lovechild" of
Heineken and Sam Adams'
Octoberfest , but "respectable and
enjoyable , n o n e t h e l e s s . "
Another reviewer noted hints
of fruit in the smell and taste ,
while also likening it to
"burnt " bitterness of an India

P f^ H

Pale Ale.
Now, it 's important to know
that this isn 't some sketchy
microbrew from some random
town in the backwoods of
Pennsylvania (a town whose
claim to fame is the fact that The
Blob was filmed in and around its
neighborhoods). Golden Monkey
has won several international
awards, distinguishing it from the
very large pack of alcoholic creations lining the shelf of your
local liquor store. In 2004 it won
a silver medal at the International
Beer Competition in London, and
in 2008 it won the Bronze Medal
at the Australian International
Beer Awards. Considering the
fact that it competed against thousands of other brews, that 's
impressive.
Anotherthing to note: if you're
feeling adventurous, try a Monkey
Julius as your weekend eye-opener. On its website, Victory
Brewing Company dictates 1 part
Golden Monkey, 3 parts orange
juice and splash of champagne to
boot (and rally). Economical,
classy (or slightly trashy), and
unique, this drink reveals the versatility of Golden Monkey's taste.
Overall , this was a pleasant
beer and the reviewers decided
that they would drink it again.
While some may find it tough to
pay close to the price of a 30-rack
for only six bottles—I guess
we're in a recession, right?—our
reviewers suggest you pop open a
bottle and find peace of mind in
your cup. Imbibe and be well.
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Red Sox rewind

Even the most die-hard Red
Sox fans know that this season has
been over for a while. Too many
injuries, too much Yankees and
Rays, too much Jonathan Papelbon. It would take a monumental
collapse and a huge winning
streak for the Sox to even smell
the p layoffs. But injuries and a
few blown saves can only deter a
team so mucl
Yes, the
Sox
have
lost
four
opening day
starters for
the season
due to injury
(J acoby
E 1Isbury,
M i k e
Cameron ,
Kevin Youkilis ,
and
Dustin Pedroia), but
in my opinion the 2010 season was
doomed from the beginning.
GM Theo Epstein 's flawed approach to building a team around
pitching and defense left the Sox
without the firepower to win
games on nights when the pitching
wasn't there.
From the start, I didn't see the
point in adding John Lackey to a
rotation already featuring four potential all-stars. Yes, Lackey was a
"big game pitcher" in Anaheim.
But without him , the Sox would
have had a rotation of Josh Beckett, Jon Lester, Daisuke Matsuzaka, Clay Buchholz and Tim
Wakefield. Wakefield may not be
the stud he was a few years ago,
but with those three power pitchers and a grinder at the top of the
rotation, a knuckleballer who can
eat up innings might not have been
such a bad idea every fifth day.
Granted, there weren't a ton of

big bats on the free agency market
But how much could it have taken
in terms of prospects to take, say.
Adam Dunn's expiring contract
off of the last-place Nationals *
hands? In a perfect world, the Red
Sox could have had seven consecutive 30-plus home run hitters in
their lineup. Dunn could have
played left field where, at Fenway
Park, his defensive shortcomings
would be minimized. Opponents
would also have to choose between depleting their bullpen by
working the lefty-righty matchups
or leaving a reliever in to battle
seven straight power hitters.
The Yankeeshave taken this approach and are running with it
Lance Berkman, Mark Teixeira,
Alex
Rodriguez,
Robinson
Cano,
Nick Swisher, Curtis
Granderson. Again,
all primetime sluggers. The Yankees
lineup is relentless.
Every spot does
damage. Even Brett
Gardner is a threat at
the nine spot because if he walks or
singles, he's almost
automatically
in
scoring
position.
There is no Marco Scutaro or Mike
Cameron—guys who are talented
but don 't scare anyone. The Yankees roster is scary up and down.
And that's not to say the Yankees completely ignored pitching.
C.C. Sabathia will be the Cy
Young, while A.J. Burnett, Javier
Vasquez, Andy Pettitte and Phil
Hughes are all solid pitchers. So
while the Sox may have had the
better pitching rotation, wouldn't
you trade a John Lackey type
pitcher for an extra bat?
What I'm saying is that in order
to compete with the Yankees next
year, the Red Sox need to move
away from the Little League mentality and start playing like big boys.
Good hitting beats good pitching
every time. If the Red Sox want to
win in 2011, Epsteincan't have Scutaro and Cameron facing Sabathia
for eight innings and Mariano
Rivera in the ninth when it counts.

The Red Sox
need to move
away from the
Little League
mentality and
start playing like
big boys.
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Hole-in-one for Pettengill ' 11
By ADELE PRIESTLEY
STAFF WRITER

The Colby golf team was busy
this weekend with three days of
play in a row. The Mules spent
Friday and Saturday at the Maine
State Intercollegiate Golf Championships fighting for the lowest
combined two-day score.
Colby finished day one in third
place out of ten teams, trailing
only the University of New England (UNE) and Husson. The
Mules' team score of 324 included a 76 from Taggert Martin
'13, which put him in third place
overall, and a 77 from Tripp
Huber '13, who was tied for
fourth p lace. The rest of the
team—Harry Smith '12, Thomas
Lampert '12 and Billy Pettengill
Ml—finished with an 82, an 89
and a 98, respectively.
On day two, Huber led the
Mules with a score of 73, which
put him in first place overall
and earned him medalist honors.
Martin followed closely with a

Tough losses to
Bowdoin,
Bates, Tuf ts
From VOLLEYBALL Page 16

Mules showed off their great team
chemistry and depth. Kate Pleasants ' 14 continued her string of excellent performances from last
week with 19 assists and 18 digs
for the Mules. Clare Reich '11
contributed another 18 digs and
Caitiin Burchill ' 12 and Varoi each
added 15 more. Burchill and Taylor were also major offensive
forces with seven kills apiece.
The Mules * week ended on Saturday with a league match against
a Tufts team that is undefeated in
conference play. Pleasants turned
in another solid performance with
15 assists and 14 digs. Reich
added another 16 digs, Burchill
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seventh place in the NESCAC
with two points. Amherst leads
with seven points.
Dee added later that she's excited about the fact that the team
seems to be working well together. "Our team has a lot of
depth...our coach said that over
20 players actually played in the
game," she said.

I
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Colby will now face Bowdoin
at home on Tuesday, September
21. Kat McCarrick ' 13 added that
"our game against Bowdoin on
Tuesday is huge and we're all really focused and excited to play
them, after we beat them last year
for the first time ever in Colby
soccer history."
After facingBowdoin, the team
will travel to Williamstown, Mass.
to face Williams College on Saturday, September 25.

From SOCCER, Page 16
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varsity soccer for a season, sitting
out sophomore year with a foot injury, and arriving late junior year
due to an FIS Continental Cup
snowboard race in Argentina. The
golf season, which starts and ends
quickly, doesn't give players a lot
of time to measure their progress,
but Pettengill says that he knows
"that I can play better golf and
keep improving.**
Pettengill *s ace was a great
way to start out the season. According to him, "the golf team is
a great group of guys, and we
will be a force to be reckoned
with in two weeks for the [New
England Small College Athletic
Conference tournament]."

Dee 14 nets winner
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14, and Taylor 11. Burchill also
ended the match with four kills
and Taylor added two blocks to
her stat sheet. Following her pattern of impressive performances
was first-year Kramlich-Taylor
who led the team with seven kills
and had two blocks.
Although this week's performance lacked the dominance displayed by the Mules in their first
weekend of play, there was plenty
of good to be taken from the competition. The young players, especially
Pleasants
and
Kramlich-Taylor, continued to impress and as a team the Mules
seemed very cohesive and together.
Next weekend, the team will
travel to Mass. to compete in the
MIT Invitational with non-conference games against Endicott and
Springfield. On September 29,
Colby will once again play host to
Bowdoin, hoping to come out on
top this time and secure their first
league win.
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low score of 638.
Sunday, the golf team traveled
to Brunswick, ME for the ColbyBates-Bowdoin (CBB) Tournament. Colby finished second
overall, just two strokes behind
Bowdoin, and 28 strokes ahead of
Bates. Huber once again led the
team with a low score of 74, taking
second place after a playoff hole.
Smith and Martin finished with 81
each, Peter Gabranski '13 with an
86, Lampert and Pettengill with 89
each and Nate Ellis '14' with a 91.
It was an exciting day Friday
when Pettengill shot Colby's second hole-in-one of the season. Pettengilljoined the Mules' golf team
this year as a senior after playing
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78, good for fourth place. Smith
finished with an 85, Lampert an
89 and Pettengill a 91. Colby
finished the two-day tournament
in third place with a total team
score of 649. UNE won with the

Volleyball 3-3af ter six
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Alex Hymanson '12 tracks a putt. Colby finished third and second in two tournaments last week.
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Women's tennis competes at ITA's
By ROBERT YEE
SPORTS EDITOR

Colby College's women's tennis team began its fall season this
past weekend at the Intercollegiate
TennisAssociation 's New England
Small College Championships
(ITA's) at Babson College in
Wellesley, Mass.
Colby sent two players, Katie
Brezinski '11 and captain Katie
Muto * 11, to compete in one of the
most prestigious tournaments in all
of college tennis.
The two seniors competed in
singles and doubles , winning
three matches overall.
In doubles action, Muto and
Brezinski faced off against
Destance Ringler and Anitra
Klocwzewiak of UMass Boston.
Muto and Brezinski, despite having no experience as doubles
partners, won handily by a score
of 8-0.
In the second round , Colby ran
into the second-seeded team:
Natasha Brown and Laura Danzig

of Amherst College. Amherst prevailed, 8-1.
Muto, Colby's number one singles player, faced off against Curry
College's Megan Mulrooney in the
first round. Muto won the first set,
6-3, before running away with the
second set, 6-0. Muto then squared
off against ninth-seeded Laken
King of Amherst, falling.3-6, 2-6
in the second round.
Brezinski, who saw most of
her time at fourth singles last
spring, earned a first round
.walkover against a Wesley an
player before facing fourthseeded Jordan Baker
of
Amherst . Baker, a first-year
member of an Amherst team
that finished last season as the
third-ranked team in the nation , prevailed over Brezinski
6-0, 6-1 and went on to win
the tournament.
On what it means to be selected for ITA's, Brezinski said
"this tournament is definitely the
best of the best from all of the
New England schools, so it's re-

ally inspiring in that it makes me
want to get better to really be
able to put myself up there with
them. Being selected to go is definitely an honor."
Desp ite running into three
tough Amherst teams in the second round, Coach Doanh Wang
knows that the competition is
ultimately good for Colby as
they prepare for the spring season in which they could face
five of the top fifteen teams in
the nation. The New England
Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) is the hotbed of
Division III tennis. The good
thing about the tough draw,
Wang says, is that Muto and
Brezinski "got a good look at
the level of competition that
CWT will be facing this year."
Colby 's women 's tennis
team has a few weeks off before traveling to Mass. during
fall break to take on four nonconference opponents. The
Mules will take on Wellesley,
Babson , Wheaton , and Sim-

I DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK

mons to finish their fall season. A
select few from the men's team
will compete at ITA's this coming
weekend at Williams College in
Williamstown, Mass.
Wang says that he sets the bar
high for his players but "it is up to
[the players] to reach the bar. That
has always been my hope."
Brezinski shared this sentiment:
"With three good freshmen joining
us, we are continuing to build and
I think that we get stronger every
practice and every match we play.
The competitive drive of our team
is ridiculous."
Brezinski added later, "we are
definitely a cohesive group and
although tennis can be an individual sport, we really are doing
well maintaining a team identity ... the ultimate goal will be to
make the NESCAC tourney...
The difference with this team
from past years is that we all
truly believe that we can get
there—and as a senior, there
would be no better way to finish
off my tennis career at Colby."

Amy Tortorello 13 wins Pineland XC meet

Women win and f inish f our in top f ive, men have three in top 20
From XC, Page 16

hard is imperative to success,
and the women's team has been
owning at this. We have a number of packs all the way
through our ranks that are absolutely unstoppable. Amy 's
win as a sophomore is also a
huge source of confidence for
the team. Everyone is training
really well right now!"
On the men's side at Pineland,
Colby didn't fare as well as the
women but still featured strong
individual performances.
¦ Three Mules finished in the
top 20, with Ben Cunkelman M l ,
Brian Desmond ' 13 and captain
Andy Maguire '11 leading the
Colby harriers in fifth (26:38),
17th (27:13) and 19th (27:21)
places respectively over the 8k

course—the team's first race of with the terrain after running here
the year at such a length.
last week [against Bates].. .We ran
Tom
Lewell in packs
'13,
and worked off
touraeau
M a t t h i e u
of each other.
'12,
Getting to see
Nadeau
Luke Doherty
some
more
Monro '13 and
NESCAC
John Williams
competition
'13 rounded out
was valuable
for marking
the Mules' top
seven, while Mat
our progress
Cloherty
and
through
the
Dylan
Nisky
racing season."
were the top two
Desmond
Colby first-years
added , "Not
Debbie
Merzbach
1
'
1
onl y did we
for the second
week in a row.
have a lot of
After the meet,
PRs
(perthe captain was pleased with his sonal records), but we saw a
corps * work. "The race was a great lot of peop le run intelligently
step up from last week," said and competitively, which will
Maguire. "We definitely had the be extremel y important down
advantage of being very familiar the stretch.

We have a
number of
packs all the
way through
our ranks that
are absolutel y
unstoppable.

We aren't going to beat any of
the top NESCAC teams, especially at this point in the season,
but we are heading in the right direction. The focus is still October
and November, and I think our attitude, training and racing is putting us in a great place to perform
when those championship meets
roll around."
This weekend, both the
men 's and women 's teams
travel to Williamstown, Mass.
to take on Amherst, Tufts ,
Middlebury, Connecticut College and host Williams in the
Purple Valley Classic.
The Colby women are currently ranked 30th in the country for Division III , with
Middlebury (third), Williams
(10th) and Amherst (21 st) as the
only conference schools ahead
of the Mules.

Field hockey gets f irstwin, loses league match
Captains
Quadir and
Poulin impress

From F I E L DHOCKEY, Rage 16
the goal as Quadir scored off a
pass from Poulin. Sophomore
Courtney Erskine furthered the
Mules ' lead with an unassisted
goal to put them ahead 2-0 at
the end of the first half. The
second half started with another
Colby goal from Erskine assisted by Quadir. With 10:39 remaining in the game, first-year
forward
Charlotte
Deavers
scored her first collegiate goal
to give the Mules a 4-0 lead.
Though Husson was able to
score off of a breakaway late in
the second half, Colby clearl y
dominated the offensive play,
outshooting their opponent 30
to 11. Senior co-captain Liz
Fontaine played a solid game in
net with four saves. Head
Coach Amy Bernatchez was
pleased with the team effort and
was proud to say that she was
able to "get everyone that was
healthy into the game."
With onl y two days to rest ,
the Mules had to quickly refocus their attention to New England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) opponent Wesleyan , who they
hosted
Saturday
morning.
Fontaine had an impressive
game and kept the Mules in the
match with 17 saves on the day.
Not only did Fontaine 's physical presence make a difference
in the score , her leadership allowed her to direct the defense
and keep the team composed.
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Forward Caitlyn Lancaster '12 handles past a Wesleyan defender in Saturday s' 1-0 loss.
Sophomore midfielder Lucy
Gerrity lauded Fontaine's p lay,
saying, "she really was fantastic and we are lucky to have her
back there, especiall y in games
like [Wesleyan]."
Wesleyan was awarded 21
penalty corners throughout the
game, but the Colby defense was
consistent and didn 't allow the
Wesleyan attack to get a touch.
The second half was more productive offensively for Colby as
they started to gain a rhythm and
create
more
opportunities.
Quadir scored off a cross from

Poulin with just 3:41 left in the
game to make the score 1-0.
Bernatchez described it as a
"textbook goal... well done and
well executed. It was a team effort getting the ball up the field
to [Quadir] who finished with a
lot of poise , which is great to see
from a senior captain."
Wesleyan responded quickl y
with a goal less than two minutes
later. Regulation time ended with
the score tied at 1-1. The Wesleyan Cardinals were aggressive
throughout the seven-on-seven
sudden death overtime with nine

shots on net , ultimately resulting
in a goal that handed Colby its
second
NESCAC
loss.
Bernatchez credits the loss partly
to the fact that the team 's "passing and timing [were] a little ofT,"
adding, "You can 't have a bad
day when you 're play ing a
NESCAC game."
The Mules enter the week
with a record of 1-2-0 and will
play two away games this
weekend, one at Williams College on Saturday followed by a
Sunday afternoon match at New
England College.

Carly Dee '14
SPORT:
Soccer
POSITION:

^J
<0

Points in three ^mes
HOMCTOWN:
Wellesley, Mass.
WHY: Dee's first collegiate goal was a big one:
a game-winner against the University of New
England with just 2:43 left on the clock. Dee
added an assist in Saturday's 2-2 tie against
Wesleyan. Dee currently leads the team with
three points (one goal. one assist).
Crunching the numbers

3: Matches won by seniors Katie Brezinski and
Katie Muto at ITA's; one of the most prestigious tournaments in college tennis.
20: Seconds between goals in the second half
of women's soccer's game against Wesleyan.
118: Assists racked up by first-year setter
Kate Pleasants through the first six games of
her collegiate career.

Golf plays two
tournaments,
places second

Womenstennis
competes In ITAIs
at Babson
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Men s and women s soccer get non-league wins
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Forward Peter Williams '11 tracks down a ball during Saturday's 1-0 loss to the Wesleyan Cardinals.
By DAVID LOWE
STAFF WRITER
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shots without scoring a goal. This
time, thanks to Peter Randall ' 12 *s
first goal of the season late in the
first half, Colby took home the victory. Nick Aubin '13, a starting
forward for the Mules, found Randall on a cross. Randall collected
the ball and slid it underneath a
charging Mariner goalie. Aubin
has made the assist on both of the
team's goals this season.
John Gardner '12 stopped both
of the shots that came his way and
earned his second shutout of the
season. Andrew Meisel '13 led
Colby's offense with nine shots.
The crowds were out for the
weekend game against NESCAC
rival Wesleyan. The Mules
dropped two games to the Cardinals last year by a combined score
of 9-1, with one of the losses
coming in the NESCAC tournament quarterfinal.
The afternoon started off on the
wrong foot, with a Wesleyan goal
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The Colby men's soccer team
split their two matches this past
week. The Mules earned a victory
in their home opener in the midweek game over the Mariners of
Maine
Maritime
Academy
(MMA) but lost their New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) home opener
on Saturday. The week's action
brings Colby's record to 2-1-0
overall and 1-1-0 in league play.
The team 's midweek win
against MMA kept the dream of an
undefeated season alive. Colby
was out for revenge after drawing
a 0-0 tie last year. In last year's
game, the Mules had almost 50

Field
hockey
gets win
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See SOCCER, Page 14

Women's
XC wins at
Pineland

Saturday's Pineland Super
XC women's meet in New
Gloucester should have been
called the 2010 Super Sophomore Sprint.
Racing at the Pineland
course for the second consecutive week, Colby runners
took four of the top five positions in the meet. The
women's cross country team
defeated New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) rivals Bowdoin ,
Bates and Tufts.
Leading the pack were sophCHHtS KASPRAK/THt COLBY ECHO
omores Amy Tortorello, Layne
Outside hitter Caitlin Burchill '12 digs a ball at the NESCAC weekend tournament held at Colby. The Mules went 0-3 on the weekend.
Schwab and Berol Dewdney,
College on Wednesday, followed catch-up for the rest of the match. week, Colby hosted the Bowdoin who swept places first through
!
By SARAH K1RKER
by a close loss against Bowdoin The Bobcats took advantage of Polar Bears. Despite a valiant ef- third with times of 19:12, 19:12
STAFF WRITER
College on Friday, and another their early 7-1 lead to win the fort, Colby fell by a score of 25- and 19:13, respectivel y. CoAfter a perfect opening week- loss at the hands of Tufts Univer- match by a score of 25-13, 25-17, 20, 25-2 1, 25-15. Although they captain Emma Linhard ' 11 finend, the women's volleyball team sity on Saturday. With the three 25-15. While Colby was unable to were unable to take a set, the ished fifth in 19:23 and
headed into their first New Eng- losses, Colby now has an even overcome the deficit, they demon- Mules played very well against first-year Allison Rigby came
land Small College Athletic Con- record of 3-3 and a 0-2 record in strated their resilience by fi ghting their longtime rival and the match in ninth at 19:29.
Fellow Mules Claire Dunn
ference (NESCAC) matches conference play. Although the back late in the match.Emily Vami was much closer than the 3-0 score
energized and ready to face rival team clearly did not turn in the '13 led the team in kills with six, indicates. Twice the Mules were ' 13 and Kate Connolly ' 14 took
schools. Unfortunately, the week- dominating performance that it while Maggie Taylor '13 racked able to come within five points of 11th and 12th in times of 19:30
end was not destined to be a suc- displayed during the first week of up 17 defensive digs. Lily Kram- winning a set and never were they and 19:31.
Senior co-captain Debbie
cess, as the Mules were unable to the season, the Mules came out of lich-Taylor '14 also had a good completely out of the competition.
handle the tougher competition of- the tough weekend with their performance, contributing five The team boasted outstanding per- Merzbach was pleased with the
kills, while Heather Arvidson ' 11 formances across the board, as the team's performance. "Working
fered by their fellow NESCAC heads held high.
Against Bates, the Mules started finished with four.
competitors. The week began with
See XC, Page 15
See VOLLEYBALL, Page 14
In their closest match of the
a non-conference loss to Bates slow and were forced to play
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See FIELD HOCKEY, Page 15
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Although Wesleyan dictated
much of the play in the first
half, Dee noted that in the second half Colby gained "more
control of the game and started
gelling as a team. [Wesleyan]
had less control." The two teams
went back and forth throughout
the half before Colby's Emily
Moos '12 scored on an assist
from Dee with just 2:30 left in
regulation. Colby had seemingly
clinched the game, but Wesleyan was able to tie things up
2-2 just 20 seconds later and
send the game into overtime.
Wesleyan controlledmost of the
two overtime periods, nearly scoring with just 30 seconds left. A
shot beat Colby's Bennett, but deflected off the left post. Both teams
settled for a tie and one point in the
NESCAC standings. Colby and
Wesleyan are currently tied for

STAFF WRITER
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In an exciting display of teamwork and relentless offensive and
defensive effort , the Colby field
hockey team earned their first
win against non-league opponent
Husson University on Wednesday night.
After falling to Trinity, the
team was able to make some adjustments in practice and build on
the positive ball movement exhibited in the Trinity game.
The Mules started the game
with focused intensity and were in
control of the play. Colby 's midfield was strong, containing Husson 's counterattack and regaining
the ball quickl y. For almost 15
minutes in the first half, the Colby
defense was able to keep the ball
out of its defensive circle.
With a goal just six minutes
into the game, Colby gained the
lead and maintained it for the
remainder of the game. Senior
co-captains Meryl Poulin and
Heather Quadir combined for

SPORTS EDITOR

By NICK CUNKELMAN

STAFF WRITER

SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 18

Jayde Bennett 's stellar goalkeeping, the Mules collected their first
victory of the season. After TuesTUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 14
day's game, Bennett had begun her
¦iWU
collegiate career with two consecSATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 18
utive shutouts and was named last
MiaMMMaMMaW M week's New England Small College
Athletic
Conference
Colby's women's soccer team (NESCAC) women's soccer comoved to 1-0-2 after Saturday's 2- player of the week.
2 tie against Wesleyan University.
On Saturday, Colby hosted the
Earlier in the week, the Mules de- Wesleyan Cardinals for their
feated the University of New Eng- NESCAC home opener. Wesleyan
land 1-0 on a goal by first-year took a 1-0 lead just 3:30 into the
midfielder Carly Dee.
game, but Colby managed to tie it
At home against UNE on Sep- before halftime on first-year Alex
tember 14, the Mules went ahead Yorke's first collegiate goal.
1-0 with just 2:43 left in the game "There were a tot of defenders in
on Dee's first collegiate goal. front of the net and I was comWith the clock winding down, pletely expecting the shot to deKate Pistel ' 13 crossed a ball in flect, but then the ball went right
from the left side. The ball under the goalie. We had started to
skipped past the UNE goaltender get our flow and dominate the
before reaching Dee, who game, and I'm just glad I could
volleyed it in for the lead.
capitalize on an opportunity! It
With Dee's goal and sophomore was pretty exciting," said Yorke.
By ROBERT YEE

Three tough losses for volleyball

By KATHERINEMCCARRICK
WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 15

in the seventh minute. After the
initial defensive lapse, the Mules
tightened up on defense. Gardner
only needed to make four saves
during the rest of the game. The
Mules only had two shots on net
the whole game and had trouble
connecting in the offensive third of
the field.
After three games, Randall
leads the team with a .143 shot
percentage and captain Nate
Seiberling '11 is just behind with
a .166 shot percentage. Colby
has had trouble finishing and
will look to improve their accuracy and creativity in the offensive end.
The Mules will play two more
games this week. Both will take
place away from home, starting
with a Tuesday game at Husson
followed by a Saturday game at
Williams. Colby beat Husson last
year, but dropped the league game
to the Ephs.
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Midfielder Julia Blumenstyk '14 dribbles by a Wesleyan defender during Saturday 's 2-2 tie.

